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ABSTRACT
The teag^oral spectral light environment of shallow areas of the lower 
Chesapeake Bay was characterized by cosine collection of downwelllnq
diffuse Irradianee at 12 wavelengths between 400 and 700 m.  An extensive
monthly and site  coaawrison of spectral attenuation coef f icients Is 
presented and coaqxared with previous measurements of the light quality
environment of the Chesapeake Bay and other estuaries and marine waters
Spectral Irradtanee and attenuation of light In a mangrove creek and 
Thalassla te a tu d lnu m  bed of  Laguna de Termlrtos, Campeche, 
Wexlco and the ir relationships to wind-driven suspension of particulate
matter, and dissolved substances from the mangrove swaap Is also discussed,
A review of the physics of spectral attenuation in estuaries 1s included. 
Particular attention was given to the relationship between the occurence of 
seagrasses (Zostera marina mainly} 1n the Chesapeake Bay and 
spectral attenuation. Potential losses of photosynthetlcally storable 
radiation (PSP) due to reduced llqht quality in non-vegetated areas Is
calculated. A theoretical homeostatic relationship between seagrass leaf 
baffling of the water coluan, light quality and c ritic a l bed size Is
presented. The logic and output o f a d ig ita l ecosystem simulation model of 
theoretical estuarlne photosystem responses to stoulated varying underwater
Vf1
Ikpht quality fs presented. The Model assuaes that photosystems adapt to 
maximize power.
Conclusions Include: a dramatic pattern of seasonal spectra l
attenuation 1n the lower Chesapeake Bay; seasonal differences 1n spectral 
attenuation between veqetated and unveqetated sites; 63% less violet light 
was able to pass through a meter of water at unvegetated sites tn Hay than 
vegetated sites.
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ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY OF ESTUARtNE LIGHT
irfth
SPECIAL REFERQICE TO SEMXASSES Of TIC CHESAPEAKE BAT: 
KASURCMENTS AND HQOELS
INTRODUCTION
Pitpmb at Mads
The energetic beefs of atooet t i l  We on Earth fa light. For at
least 3.5 bllHoa years marine plants have bees evolving exquisite 
mechanisms for the optimization of Tight capture and conversion of Its
elusive energy to their purposes. They were so successful that they
forever changed the atmosphere and determined the course of evolution for
all life  to come. Descendents of these original producers are arguably
s till the most successful creatures on Earth today.
I have approached the problem of understanding the complex
Interactions of photons la the living matrix of estuarlne waters from a 
systaas ecology perspective. As I  see It, prfaery production 1n the
aquatic environment consists of an Interactive set of pfcpent receptor
systems that have convolved In such a way as to maximize the capture of
specific quanta of available light. Individual types of organisms evolve
within ecosystems, all of whose parts must adapt to and with each other
collectively and Individually. Ecosystems survive whose meatier a are best 
able to coadapt In such a way as to balance optimization of Individual
species needs with those of the larger system ihtch supports the whole.
The adaptations of the light capture mechanisms of ptarfctonlc and benthlc
aquatic macrophytes and microphytes are an example not so much of
competition for light but of cooperation for maxtaua community light 
capture. The seasonally and spatially varying specific mixture of 
phytopla rfcton, benthlc micro* Ige, macrophytes and epiphytic algae of a
3particular envlroment constitutes that ecosyatei's best current so tut ton 
for the m x  M r  at ton of the seasonal and spat to I distribution of pigment 
receptor systems necessary for the opt ta il conversion of seasonally and 
spatially varying mix of llqht energies available.
The work reported In this dissertation was undertaken for a n u ie r of 
purposes* (1) To gain an understanding of the physics of light 1n water; 
<2) To determine the feastoilfty of Measuring spectral Irradtonee and 
spectral attenuation 1n *allow  estuarlne environments; (3) To describe the 
underwater light envlroMent of the estuarlne envlroment, especially the 
Lower Chesapeake Bay; (4) To determine If there was a relationship between 
the presence or absence of seagrasses 1n the Chesapeake Bay and spectral 
attenuation; (5) To Identify those factors of the estuarlne envlronaent 
most related to spectral attenuation; (6) To Investigate the theoretical 
relationship between tight quality and potential estuarlne primary 
productivity; (7) To conceptualize and staulate computer ecosystem Models 
which describe the Interactions between light and the estuarlne environment 
with special reference to pigment systems. Included in this work Is a 
brief sumaary of Mrine optical physics, a description of the light 
envlrorments of several estuarlne ecosystems — especially shallow regions 
of the lower Chesapeake Bay, and the results of a theoretical ecosystem 
simulation Model.
ligh t in the Estuarlne Environment
The study of the Interaction of solar energy with the estuarlne milieu
4necessitates not only an understanding of the properties o f light and
water, but must a Ho take into consideration the Myriad living and
non-living entitles, both dissolved and suspended, which af fect  the
propagation of light In agnatic environments.
The sun emits electromagnetic radiation In discrete packets of quanta
(0) of energy termed photons. The energy content (c) of each quan t* is
directly proportional to the frequency <u >,
t  = hu (1.1)
and considering the speed of any wave form { i) i c =* uA, we find:
he
t  » -------  {1.2)
B
where h is Planck's universal constant, c is the speed of ligh t 1n 
a vacuun and i  1s the wavelength. Thus, quanta o f shorter wavelengths
contain more energy than do those  o f  longer wavelengths.
The complete spectrua of downward Irrad lance fo r Incoming solar
radiation at the top of the atmosphere, a t sea level, and a t several water 
depths In the open ocean to Illustrated In Figure la . host o f the energy
retching Earth's surface to contained within the shorter wavelengths 
(400~1000nm). Hot surprtofngty, thto region Includes the wavelengths o f 
greatest biological Importance, 400-700*, the Mwtosynthettcally Available 
Peg ton of the spectnm termed PAR. There to almost no energy outside
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FIGURE 1* Theoretical path of light frcmi top o f atmosphere to the 
benthlc macrophytes. (a) Spectral energy d istribution of light fro * the 
top of the a biosphere r at the surface of Earth, and at two depths in the 
ocean on a clear day (Redrawn fro *  Jerlov, 1976 and Gates, 1971), (b) 
Relative spectral absorption o f various constituents of estuarine waters 
(Redrawn fro *  Prleur and Sathyendranath, 1961), (c) Typical spectral
Irradlance and attenuation 1n a lower Chesapeake Bay seagrass bed (van 
Tine and Wetzel, 1963), (d) Mean quantum action spectrum fo r higher plants 
(a fte r Inada, 1976).
6tire PAR at a depth of one meter In clear open ocean water. Host of the 
Wsalng* energy has been converted Into heat via absorption. Only about 
4 - l i l  (depending on zenith angle} of Incident Irradlanoe between 300-700 m  
Is reflected fro* the surface of the water or back scattered out of the 
water coluan (Clark and Ewing, 1974), Slightly «ore say be back scattered 
fro* estuaHne waters.
The properties and concepts of optical oceanography are usually 
divided Into two autually exclusive classes: (1) lifterent, and (?)
apparent properties. Inherent properties, such as absorption and 
scattering are Independent of changes 1n Insolation, whereas apparent 
properties, such as underwater frradlance, vary with changing solar and 
atmospheric conditions.
As light passes through the water colum Its energy content and 
spectral quality are changed by absorption and scattering due to the water 
Itself, dissolved mfotanoes, and suspended particles. The contained effect 
of these processes la termrt attenuation. The spectral distribution of the 
total attenuation coefficient («), ■ensured with the beam LransrnlsaomeLer, 
generally shows high attenuance at tooth ends of the PNt. Since « Is an 
aggregated coefficient, It  Is necessary to consider the component 
parameters which cause the observed at tenuance.
Scattering 1s the change la direction of light propagation caused by 
diffraction, refraction, and reflectloe due to particles, water molecules,
7and dissolved substances. Sacfcscattering results In the loss of energy 
from the aquatic envlroinwwt. Forward and la tera l scattering e ffective ly
Increases the path-length of ligh t thereby exposing I t  to  additional
absorption. The major particles 1n estuaries are clays and s ilts  with
small diameters trfrich tend to scatter ligh t of the shorter wavelengths of
the vHtole light spectn * (blue end) acre than the longer wavelengths 
(tflllafcm, 1970). Therefore one would expect greater attenuation of blue 
light than red light In estuaries. (See Table I  fo r the approximate
perceived colors of wavelengths of ligh t). Scattering Is wavelength
dependent, but In an Irregular and coaplex manner (Jerkw , 1976).
Absorption is a thermodyamtcally Irreversible process trfwreln photons
are converted Into thermal, k ine tic  or chemical energy — as In
photosynthesis. Absorption accounts fo r most of the observed attenuation 
of Ik jh t in estuaries I f  one takes Into account the additional absorption 
r tk h  occurs during the per adulations caused by the forward and la te ra l 
scattering induced by suspended s ilt  and clay. Huch of the attenuation of
the energy contained In the long wavelengths (>600nm) Is due to  either the 
water molecules themselves, as ^own by James and Blrge (1938) for pure
water, or to  the water plus Its  dissolved salts (Clarke and James, 1939). 
There Is lit t le  difference In attenuation between pure water and filte re d  
seawater (Yentsch, I960); the e ffe c t o f sea sa lts  themselves is
Insignificant, therefore estuarlne sa lin ity changes are o f lit t le  d irect 
laportance In determining fluctuations 1n estuarlne ligh t attenuation (see 
fig . lb ).
TABLE I
APPROX MATE IftVELEWM RANGE of VISIBLE LIGHT
Perceived Color Nanometers
U ltra v io le t < 380
V io le t 380-450
Blue 450-490
Green 490-560
Yellow 560-590
Orange 590-630
Red 630-760
In fra red > 760
9Natural u tte r bod tea, particu larly estuaries, are not pure, but 
contain constantly varying amounts of particu late and dissolved stiAtances 
(Burt, 1955; Kiefer and Austin, 1974; Rlaux and Douvltle, I960; Thompson e t
al., 19791. The energy contained In the lower and w e r  PAR, violet-blue 
and orange-red, respectively, 1s particu larly susceptible to  absorption by
particulate patter. Burt (1956), using uncontaminated filte re d  seawater 
samples, was able to determine the attenuanoe due to  dissolved substances. 
By subtracting this fro *  the to ta l attenuation coe ffic ien t o f non-Mltered 
seawater he was able to  calculate the lig h t attenuance due solely to 
partku late natter. The energy o f blue and red wavelengths are selectively 
absorbed by particles, as shown in the example given by Prleur and 
Sathyendranath (1961) (see Fig. lb ).
The shorter wavelengths are also attenuated by DON (Kirk, 1976; 2ep A 
Schtothsuer, 1961), or G elbstoff, the name given to  a complex mixture of 
organic compounds by Kalle (1966). G elbstoff Is formed from the 
decomposition of carbohydrates. Sources are both allocthonous and 
autochthonous. flocculation o f fine suspended and colloidal materials Is 
also belelved to partic ipate  In the formation o f these organk complexes.
Chlorophyll pigments In the water columt associated with phytoplankton
and the breakdown products o f plants also absorb most strongly In the blue 
and red. Thus, since estuaries are loaded with a myriad of autochthonous 
and allochthonous dissolved and suspended substances, the lig h t energy 
reaching the be nth 1c plants of an estuary Is ifcely to  be reduced 1n both
10
the red and especially the blue regions of the spectrua -  exactly those 
portions to which green pUets respond w>st e ffic ie n tly  photosynthetlcatly. 
This Is graphically depleted In Figure 1. Specific spectral attenuation
patterns resulting free cnfclnattofis of water cokmm constituents are 
illus tra ted  1n Figure lb . As these constituents change both te ^w ra lly  and 
spatia lly, the resultant spectral absorption patterns change. Pierce e t 
al. (1961) have determined by step wise m iltlp le  linear regression analysts 
tha t chlorophylls V  and V " and Inorganic particles explain most o f the ir 
observed variation In spectral attenuation In the Rhode River Estuary of 
the i^per Chesapeake Say. Prteur and Sathyendranath (1961) and Kirk (1963) 
have atte mpted to  classify water bodies based on ceahfnatfons of these
factors.
The apparent optical properties of a body of water result from the
measurement of natural lig h t fie lds underwater, I.e. the measurement o f In 
s itu  radiant flux. Irradtance (E), the flux o f light reaching a defined 
area, Is usually sampled with a f la t  c ircu lar opal glass or plastic 
d iffuse r called a 21 collector. The d iffuser is designed so tha t light 
received from a ll angles Is transmitted to  the sensor according to 
Laafcert's cosine law, i.e ., the Irradlance transmitted Is proportional to 
the Incident radiant Intensity multiplied by the cosine of the angle of 
Incidence. Jerlov (1976) reports tha t the ra tio  of cosine collection of 
dovnwelUng Irradlance (£<]) to  equal hem ispherical co lle c tio n  ( t4 ) 
Is generally within the range .75 to  .65. That Is, more than 75f of the 
lig h t actually downwelllng on a perpendicular plane Is registered by cosine
11
collection. Although hemispherica l or spherical collection would be the 
preferable measurement to  make fo r biological purposes, since that votikJ 
■ore acurately Measure what an organism In a three dimensional medium 
experiences, ? f Irradlance Is the apparent property of water bodies most 
commonly made by biologists and ecologists. Although the mmhers recorded 
from these devices are Inaccuarate In one sense, the majority of the 
lite ra tu re  contains comparative values (broad range Integrated PAR 
Irradlance) determined 1n th is  way. Irradlance can be expressed as either 
energy or quanta and measured In broad spectral ranges, such as PAR, or at 
d iscrete wavelengths, I.e., spectra l Irradlance. The measurements made In 
th is  study were downwelllng 2R spectral Irradlance. A typical family of 
downwelllng spectra l Irradlance curves by depth, In quanta, 1s presented In 
Figure 2 fo r the water cokaan over a Zostera p r in t  bed o ff the 
Eastern Shore of the Chesapeake Bay.
A ll plants, whether aquatic or te rre s tria l, d iffe ren tia lly  absorb the 
energy o f s p e c ific  ranges o f lig h t of d iffe re n t wavelengths via 
character 1s t 1c complements o f photoreacttve pigment molecules located 
within s iiice lfu la r systems. The energy thus absorbed by quantim amounts Is 
u tilized , with varying spectra l efficiency, to drive the reactions of 
photosynthesis -  the synthesis o f complex organic compounds from stm&le 
i n o r g a n ic  compounds using the photon ene rgy  o f  s u n l i g h t .
The ligh t capture pigments of most phytoplankton are similar to those 
of higher plants. These pigment systems absorb strongly in the blue and
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red regions o f the spectrt*. Green plants, both te rre s tria l and ■artne, 
photosynthesize post e f f ic ien t ly  In the vio le t-b lue  (400-500n») and 
orange-red (600-700*m) regions of the spectrim (HalkJa), 1974). Inada 
(1976) MMMttzed the action spectra lite ra tu re  fo r a diverse taxonoulc 
group of te rre s tria l angioepemo and found quite a consistent pattern. The 
pattern fo r the coamon estuarlne green alga UWa 1s remarkably similar 
(cf. LevrVig, 1947, 1966| Hnxo and 811nks, 1950( Halida), 1974). A ll show 
the highest rates of photosynthesis In the above mentioned spectral
regions. Of course th is Is no surprise. Green plants appear green because 
th e y  absorb blue and red  l i g h t  and r e f l e c t  green l i g h t !
Although I m  unaware of any reported seagrasa action spectra, f t  
seems reasonable to  tsauae that these plants are ste lla r to th e ir 
te rre s tria l taxonomic cousins and th e ir aarfne ecological kin with ste llar 
pigment co ^ le xe s, I.e ., chlorophyll a, b and accessory pigments
J1-carotene and xanthophylls. The chlorophylls are solely responsible fo r 
the absorption of energy above 602 m  but that below 500 m  Is due to both 
accessory ptgaents and chlorophylls a and b (Zschelle and Comar,
1941; Zschelle e t  a l . ,  1942) Govlndjee and Govlndjee, 1975).
The diffuse downwelllng (or vertical) attenuation coeffic ient (K4 ) 
expresses the decay o f Irradlance as an exponential function of depth and 
Is often refered to as the extinction coeffic ient with units of a" 1
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The reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient b  termed attenuation length
and fa considered by sane to be More In tu itive ly understandable than the 
former.
I f  the depth Interval over which the decay function (K j) fa
calculated brackets the alr-water Interface It w ill Include the e ffects of 
re flection . Therefore, K4 calculated between depths within the water
coluan w ill Measure the e ffects of the Inherent properties o f tha t layer of 
water on the propagation of light through the layer. Since this 
d istinction Is not a tays specified In the lite ra tu re  1t  1s sonettnes 
d iff ic u lt to  conpare attenuation values. The well-defined spectral at­
tenuation coefficient Is a particularly useful parameter fo r comparing
underwater Irradlance between water bodies, seasons, and wavelengths and as 
such can be considered a 'quasi-Inherent* property of bodies of water 
(Baker and Satth, 1900), As Kj Is Inconsistent at d iffe re n t depths 1n
water less than about 10 ■ deep, comparisons should be Made between 
attenuation values calculated over the same depth Intervals. A typical 
spectral d istribution o f both and K 1s shown 1n Figure lc  for 
s h a l lo w  Chesapeake Bay w a t e r  o v e r  a s e a g r a s s  neadow.
Since setgrasses exist 1n an envlroment characterized by drastic 
temporal and spatial fluctuations In absorption and scattering due to  the 
water Its e lf, dissolved inorganic and organic sitetances, and suspended
partic les, the resulting d iffe re n tia l spectral attenuation causes light 
quality sh ifts  which May have profound p lic a tio n s  fo r fixed benthlc
15
plants with the ir genetically determined fin ite  range of usable light 
energies. This author (van Tine, 1977, 1961) found that the tu rb id ity
caused by e ffluent from a power plant eliminated a seagrass bed In the Gulf 
of Mexico.
The small amount of available Chesapeake Say data on diffuse 
downwelltnq 2| Irradlance attenuation Indicates a severe attenuation of 
ligh t energy In the photosynthettcally toportant 400-500 ran (vio let-b lue) 
region of the spectrua. Attenuation 1n these fd iort wavelengths Is 
pa rticu la rly  narked In the tu rb id ity  maximal region of the Bay a t the mouth 
of the Sassafras River and at the mouth o f the Patuxent River during August 
(Chaap e t a I ,  1960). The mean Bay attenuation coeffic ients calculated by
Champ e t al. (1960) are about 1.0 m- * higher than Jerlov's (1976) most 
tu rb id  coastal water classification.
A comparison of attenuation coeffic ients reported fo r the Chesapeake 
Bay and Its  tribu ta ries 1s presented in Figure 3 along with Jerlov's (1976) 
standard spectral attenuation curve representing fm  most turb id  coastal 
water classification (specified Type 9). For the Chesapeake Bay, the 
ea rlies t measurements o f spectral attenuation were made by Hurlburt (1945) 
(Flq. 3a). Mis values fal l 1n the lower range of more recent In situ  
measurements. Champ e t al. (i960) conducted a ligh t characterization 
survey of the Chesapeake Bay during August, 1977. Their mean values are 
shown 1n F1g. 3a. Specific s ite  measurements made by them In and near the 
mouths of the Sassafras, Patuxent, Potomac and Chester Rivers appear In 
Fig. 3c. Their calculations 1n the tu rb id ity  maximum zone at the mouth of 
the Sassafras River are the highest reported fo r the Bay: there Is
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essentially no available underwater light below 500 m  wavelength. Merce 
e t a l (1901) Intensively monitored the Rhode River during 1900-1961,
Their annual nean attenuation values for an upriver station and one at the 
mouth o f the rive r are plotted In Fig. 3b. The ta r ta r  station was found 
to  be consistently wore turbid, presuttbly due to Its  proxtarlty to
autochthonous sources, fttx to w  penetration was at 575 nw and mlnfcm a t 775 
and 476m. Attenuation coefficients derived fron 41 Irradlance (spherical) 
measurements frow the Rhode River (Seltger and lo f t  us, 1974) are also shown 
In the Figure.
Estuarlne waters are naturally wore turbid than coastal or oceanic 
waters as Is shown In Figure 4 which cosines coastal and oceanic data frow 
Jerlov (1976) and estuarlne data frow th is Study.
Community Photosystew Response to Variations In Estuarlne IhHrt
Qmrovi A Theoretical Steulttlofl Wodel
Instead of conceptualizing plant species that co-exist 1n an ecosystew 
as oo^etKora for quanta, I have Interpreted the ecosystew as an 
in teractive  and Interdependent c o rte x  o f complimentary and cooperative 
plgwent systews which have co-evolved 1n such a way as to waxhHze the 
ecosystem's lig h t capturing po ten tia l. Frow th is  perspective the 
bewildering variety of plants with diverse ccnblnations of light absorbing
plgwent complexes perhaps becomes in te llig ib le . I f  one considers the 
spatia l, depth and seasonal d istribution o f photosystaws 1t  way be that
PERCENTAGE OF SURFACE QUANTA l3SO-7QOnm)
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aquatic ecosystems that are successful have become expert at maximizing the 
to ta l potential ligh t energy seasonally available by distributing their 
specific absorption systems 1n space and tine so that the particular 
coat)InatIon of quanta available Is harvested one way or another. I t  m y 
na tte r H ttle  tfw ther chlorophyll-green seagr asses or th e ir epiphytic 
blue-green algae, or yellow-green phytoplaikton or golden-brown be nth 1c 
diatom  actually capture a specific photon -  as long as It 's captured and 
made available to the system In the fo ra  of f ixed carbon!
In addition to  th is  fle x ib ility  o f community Mwomntk; cooperation11, 
Individual plants have an mazing p las tic ity  with r espect to  the ir ab ility  
to adapt physiologically and Morphologically to  changing light quality 
conditions. (BJGm, 1979) Sartth, 1962) Hwphrey, 1963; Bogard, 1975;
Orlng, 196i| Rajftavendra 6 Das, 1977; Voskresenskaya, 1979) Spemee, 1961) 
Corre, 1983; Stroes, 1961).
The aodel details the paths of T>1ue*, "gr een*, “yellow*, and Ved* 
quanta as they negotiate the hazards of navigation through an estuarlne 
water cokmn, Meeting th e ir eventual fa te  of absorption by e ither water 
■olecules and dissolved salts, dissolved organic na tte r, non-pigmented 
suspended solids, or possible capture by *blue*, ■green", "yellow*, or 
"red* plant antennae (see fig . 45). The gross prfcnry production of the
systeM h  considered a function o f the to ta l aaount o f activated plp e nt s
o f a ll photoeystems. Each specific plgaent system Is allowed to absorb al) 
o f the quanta surviving bacfcscatterlng, attenuat ion by seawater,
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particulate and 00H except fo r those quinta reflected by the pfg»ent Itse lf
which then becone av«liable to the other pkpent syatan. Each part o f the
coanunlty Ifcpit harvesting co*>1ex 1s allowed to grow In proportion to  Its
q u a n t i t y  o f  e x c i t e d  p l p a e n t  and t h e  n e t  p r o d u c t i v i t y .
HETHQO&
S p e c tra l Im d lM O B  Ifc ta r o w to
Downwelllng d iffuse  2V spectra l Irradlance, t j ,  was Measured
as q m n ta ia *J *c » ^ s ^  a t twelve b io log ica lly s ig n ifica n t wavelengths 
(410, 441, 488, 507, 520, 540, 570, 589, 625, 656, 671 and 694 m  15 m ). 
The Measurements were made using a Btospherkal Labs Model h e r-1000 
Multlwavelength spectroradloeeter (Booth and Dustan, 1979), ca lib ra ted 
against U.S. Bureau of Standards toga  approximately every six Months. 
Calibration curves changed less than 0.51 Indicating an extremely stable 
system. Each Measurement recorded was the mean of 250 scans Made over an 
approximately 90 second interval 1n order to  reduce variations In fr- 
r ad la nee due to  surface water wave c re s t refract ion distort ions, 
non-uniform d istribution o f suspended particulates and to  Integrate sky 
conditions.
Principal Sites
Measurements in the lower Chesapeake Bay were taken at six shallow 
sites (<2 m depth) and a t one re la tive ly deep s ite  In the lower Chesapeake 
Bay (Fig. 5). The shallow sites were chosen fo r the ir vegetatlonal history 
-  a ll but one having been vegetated by microphytes in the recent past (Orth 
e t al., 1979). Five of the sites were located on the western shore of the 
Lower Chesapeake Bay 1n the York River and Mob jack Bay. The remaining two
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( v e g e t a t e d ) ,  ( t > )  V s n t  I u k p  S h o r e s  ( v e g e t a t e d )  ( / )  d e e p  " B a y "  S t a t i o n  1 m i ,  
west  o i  s i t e  d ■
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sites were across the Bey on the eastern shore of Vlrqlnla o ff Vaucluse
Shores Just north of the Mouth o f Hunqar's Greet. The Humfort Is. {York
fille r)  and Severn River (Mobjack flay) sites were urweqetated durlnq the 
study but had previously been part of seaqrass beds. There were healthy 
seaqrass beds (Zostera  Marina and Ruppla w ia r l i lm a ) a t  the
Guinea Marsh, Tour Point Marsh (Mob jack flay) and Vaucluse Shores sites
durlnq the course of the study. Measurements at the la ter s ite  were made 
In corroboration with 1n situ productivity studies (Wetzel et al,, 1962;
Murray and Wetzel, 1962; Murray, 1963; Murray and Wetzel, 1982). The
Allen's Island s ite  (York River) represented a transitiona l vegetative 
state -  the natural population o f Macrophytes had disappeared yet Orth and 
colleaques (Orth e t al.,  1979) had successful ly transplanted 1t.
Furthermore, It  appeared that a natural population may have been returning 
to  th is s ite  (K. Moore, personal cwmnunkatton, 1961). The deep s ite  on
the Eastern Shore was located outside a sandbar and about 1 mile west of 
the Vaucluse Shores vegetated s ite . I t  was chosen as a reference station.
The western shore stations were monitored twice a month on paired 
dates approximately one week apa rt selected to  coincide w ith the
confluences of high tide with solar noon and low tide with solar noon. 
Measurements were made twice each day at each site. The eastern shore
sites (Vaucluse Shores) were monitored a t least every other month a t times 
chosen to accomodate ongoing 1n s itu  productivity studies (Wetzel e t al., 
1962) Murray and Wetzel, 1962; Murray, 1963).
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In order to fa c ilita te  an understanding of the possible trends 1n the 
spectral d istribution of underwater light In the shallow Lower Chesapeake 
8ay, the data fo r the seven stations won 1 to red has been summarized
variously by month, season, s ite  and vegetations 1 state. A il mention of
attenuation coefficients, unless otherwise noted, refers to spectral 
kd(0 . 1,0 *5 )' d i f fu s e  downwelllng spec tra l  a t tenua t ion
coeffic ient (m- *) for the upper water column (between 0.1 and 0.5 ■).
This 1s a purposefully conservative measure of attenuation Intended to
characterize specific water bodies. The attenuation coefficient 1s not 
constant within water colimms of less than 10 m 1n depth (Jerlov, 1976).
Laguna de Termines. Campeche. Mexico
Light guallty measurements were made a t three sites: at the mouth of
Estero Pargo Creek over a Jhalassla testudlnum bed, a t a s i te
approximately 1km up the Creek just o ff the U.N.A.M. Centro de Cienclas del 
Mar y Ltmnologta dock, and a t an Intermediate midstream s ite  (see fig. 6). 
Measurements at the Thalassia site  were made periodically throughout 
the daylight hours over a three day period coinciding with other studies
described In van Tine and Wetzel, 1982. The water depth ranged from 0.75
to l . l  m at the mouth of the creek.
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Cakutattoft of Spectral Attenuation Coefficient
The d i f f u s e  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t io n  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  ltd, f o r
downwelllng 21 Irradlance was chosen as the host suitable parameter fo r the 
characterization and comparison of the underwater light envtroiwents at
each s ite  due to  Its  qua si-Inherent nature. I t  has been found to be 
re la tive ly  Insensitive to changes In solar zenith angle except fo r very 
large angles (Baker and Smith, I960).
The diffuse downwelllng attenuation coeffic ient was calculated fo r 
each wave leng th  measured between d e p th s  of I n t e r e s t  as:
lt*rE<iU 2)/E<j(z1)l 
kdlzj.z?) = -------------------------  (2 .1)
where has u n i t s  of  r e c i p r o c a l  le n g th  ( m " l ) ,  and *n
is the depth at  which the  downwelllng I r rad lance Ed ( z ) '  ' s
measured. The attenuation coe ffic ien t Is usually considered a value
representing the assuaed exponential decay of ligh t with depth. Irradlance
a t depth Z? can be estimated for a body o f water with known
k<| from:
Ed (z l)  * Ed(z?) (2-2)
The attenuation coefficients extensively evaluated fo r the seagrass portion
of this work (stations 1-7 In the Vork R.p Hob lack Bay and at Vaucluse
Shores) were calculated between depths o f 0.1 and 0.5 •  as an estimator of
water coltamt attenuation not associated with alr-w ater or water-substrate
21
interface phenomena. Hence, these values are a function of the Inherent 
optical properties of the water bodies concerned, Since Is not
a constant fo r water bodies less than 10 *  deep, a ll comparisons between 
sites and seasons were made fo r the same depth Interval, i.e ., 0.1 to 0.5 
m. A ll such calculations were based on Irradlance measures taken at these 
depths between 1000 and 1400 hours L5.T. Variations 1n k<j due to
sun zenith angle differences a t th is time of day are less than 51 1n the 
extreme (Baker and Smith, 1979),
Heen monthly attenuation coeff ic ients reported fo r the lower
Chesapeake Bay stations Include a ll measurements made durlnq that month. 
Hean seasonal values were calculated over seasons defined as; Winter -  
January through march; Spring -  April through June; Simmer -  July through 
Septeaber* and Autumn -  October through December.
I t  should be emphasized that attenuation coeffic ients are log
transforms of numbers. Comparisons o f the various attenuation coeffic ient 
means reported 1n th is work therefore are actually comparisons between very 
large mmtoers of quanta with large differences. For example, i f  there 
are lOQxlO13 quanta nm'2 c * -2  s- 1 at  the sur face and i x l O 13
quanta nm" 2 o a ^ s -1 le ft 1 meter below, the attenuation coefficient repre­
senting th is difference of 99x10^ quanta rm r^-ar^-s- ! would be only 4.6 
m~l. I f  the Irradlance at 1.0 meter were 2x1013 quanta tmT  ^cards' 1 
Instead of 1x10*3 quanta rmr2-cm_2-s_l ,  then the attenuation coeffic ient
28
would be 3.9 m a difference of only 0.7 m‘ l representlnq a real 
difference of 10,000,000,000,000 quant* naT^crn'^-g-l.
R e l a t i v e  P o t e n t i a l  Photos v n t h e t l c i  1 ly S t o r t b J e  R t d l i t l o n
The r e l a t i v e  p o t e n t i a l  i ^ h o t o a y n t h e t l c a l l y  o r  a b 1 e 
tadlatlon, PSR, was calculated as the product o f the Irradlance 
distribution and the theoretical photosynthetic action spectrum. The 
PSR Is defined by Morel (19761 and Smith (1979) as that portion of 
absorbed energy actually transferred Into stored chemical energy In the 
form of organic matter through photosynthesis. The relative potential 
PSR thus expresses the relative potential efficiency of photosynthesis 
qiven a specific Irradlance distribution and a specific absorption complex 
(set of pigments)*
RtSULTS
Hem Seasonal Spectral A ttenuate
The mean seasonal spectral attenuation fo r a ll stations 1n the lower 
Chesapeake Bay seagrass study is presented 1n fig . 7. A coag>ar1son of the 
distribution of the mean seasonal spectra) attenuation coefficients (Figs.
8 through 11 and Table I I )  reveals a seasonal pattern and some significant
differences between vegetated and unvegetated sites. The season o f least 
attenuation (greatest water clarity) was winter and of greatest attenuation
was supwr. Spring and Autwn were Intermediate. There was no obvious
difference In mean spectral attenuation between the average vegetated and 
unvegetated sites during the seasons o f maxteua and minimum attenuation, 
s w e r and winter respectively. Winter values calculated for seagrass beds
ranged from a low of 0.371 m"* at 578 m to a high of 1.14 m-1 at 
418 na while corresponding values fo r unvegetated sites were 0.233 and 
1.04. The highest winter mean attenuation of red ligh t was calculated as
0*834 m' 1 fo r the vegetated sites and 8.679 m"l fo r the unvegetated 
s i t e s ,  both a t  694 nm, the  longest w ave leng th  measured.
The staavr values were the highest mean seasonal coefficients
calculated, ranging from 3.07 n"1 a t 410 nm to 1.06~1 at 570 nm for
vegetated sites and 3.06 m~l to 1.00 m~* fo r the same wavelengths 
of ligh t at unvegetated sites. For e»ap>le, I f  1.6 unit of Irradlance were
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s h a l l o w  w a te rs  o f  t he  l ower  Chesapeake Bay.
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NEW SEASONAL 9ML10U WATER SPECTRAL ATTENUATION 
Vegetated ted Stetloee of the Lower Chw fw W e 6ey, 1961
(Depth Ie te rva l 1 1  - 1 . 5  • )
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attenuated over a distance of 1.1 i  ( t  t  ra te of 3.0 only 0.05 
units of Irradiance would renaln. Over a path of £.0 n of water the unit
would be reduced to about 0,0025. The fltean seasonal coefficients for 
vegetated and unvegetated sites were akost Identical but there was a large 
difference between the neon deep-water (bay site) coefficients and the
shallow water co e ffic ie n ts  possibly due to  lesser resuspension of 
particulates a t the deep site.
The Mean autumnal values were stntlar to the spring nean coefficients 
fo r the vegetated sites, and ranged fro» 6.787 a' 1 at 578 na to 2.21
■"1 a t 416 na and the unvegetated nean fron 0.581 a" 1 to 2.04
n_1 at the sane wavelengths.
A large difference between the nean spectra) attenuation coefficients 
fo r vegetated and unvegetated sites was found fo r spring (Fig. 9). The 
nean spring violet-blue (<500 ran) unvegetated spectra) k j was found
to be More than one standard deviation higher than the nean attenuation of 
violet-blue ligh t In the water colinm a t the vegetated sites (cf. Figs. 12,
13). Goth shallow water vegetated and unvegetated nean attenuation values 
were higher than those fo r the deep water reference site  (bay station).
Nean spring vegetated spectral ranged fron 0.711 a-1 at 570 na
to 1.91 n 'l  a t 410 na. Corresponding values fo r the unvegetated sites 
were 0,041 n" 1 and 2.48 n-1, respectively. Violet ligh t of 411 na
was reduced 8S f per net er a t the average vegetated s ite  and over 921 per 
neter a t the average unvegetated s ite  during spring. There was litt le  or
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no m u  difference for wavelength® greater than 554 m (yellow, orange, 
red). The deep water station ranged free about 1 to l.S a-1 during 
spring.
Wean Nowthlw Spectral At tenuation
Comparison of the Monthly Mean spectral attenuation for vegetated 
sites (figs. 14, 16, 16) with that for unvegetated sites (figs. 15, 17, 19) 
shows that the most obvious difference to be found, as discussed above, Is 
the higher attenuation of S o rte r wavelengths at the unvegetated sites 
during the spring of the year. Unvegetated sitae are characterized by 
elevated attenuation over the entire measured spectrua from Nay through 
October, whereas vegetated sites do not show consistently elevated 
attenuation coefficients over the same the  period. Attenuation of the 
violet and blue wavelengths (444-544 nm) at the vegetated sites Increases 
gradually, reaching Its  maximum during Septa*er with minor peaks occuring 
during April and July. The attenuation coefficient for the remainder of 
the PM spectrua (544-744 nm) also exh tilts  these minor peaks but there Is 
no Increase towards the Septertwr maximum.
There does, however, appear to be a strong seasonal pattern to the 
attenuation coefficient at both vegetated and unvegetated sites, differing 
mainly In the tfcrlng of comeacement of high values. for e x a lte , the 
mean monthly violet-blue attenuation values for unvegetated sites (fig. 15)
reveals that attenuation of light of 414 and 441 na exceeded 2 a"1 
starting during Nay of 1961 and lasted Into October of that year. However,
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similarly high attenuation of the same wavelengths of light at the
vegetated sites did not occur u n til July. During 196?, the high 
attenuation values at the unvegetated sites started even earlie r In the
year (I.e. March), whereas, short wavelength (410-441 na) attenuation at 
the vegetated sites during January and htrch of 196? were only about half
as high. This tfaring difference in light quality could e ffe c t biological 
events such as flowering and gemination processes (Spence, 1961). The
onset of high attenuation, especially of short wavelengths, appears to 
d iffe r fro * year to year, as can be seen by coag>ar1ng the March 196? values 
(month 15 on the figures) with the March and May 1961 values (Figs. 14, 
15). The correspondences at each type of s ite  between the March 190? short 
wavelength attenuation coefficients and those fo r the preceedtng May (month 
5) are quite striking. The relationship between the vegetated and
unvegetated sites for the March 190? attenuation coefficients Is also 
analogous to their relationship In May, 1901. That Is, fo r the vegetated
sites the mean values of coefficients fo r the attenuation o f vio let light 
(at 410, 441 nm) fo r Nay 1961 and fo r March 1962 were both between about
1.5 and 2.0 whereas those fo r the unvegetated sites were between
about 2 and 3 fo r both months.
For the unvegetated sites the year 1961 was divided Into two d istinct 
lk#it environments with lit t le  transition, while In the vegetated sites 
there was a shorter high attenuation period with a more gradual transition 
from low to high values. This gradual transition may be Important In 
allowing the plants to acclimate.
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The variab ility  of the monthly mean attenuation fo r vegetated and 
unvegetated sites fe shown for wavelengths of 441 na and 671 na In figures 
2ft, 21, 22, and 23- These wavelengths are near the photosynthetic action 
peaks fo r marine qreen plants (Halida), 1974). The variation In violet 
attenuation (441 nm) 1s consistently greater during the high tu rb id ity  
season (Jlay through October, 1981) fo r unvegetated sites than ft h  for 
vegetated sites (<f. Figs. 2ft, 21). A c<*par1son of the variab ility  of red 
light attenuation between vegetated and unvegetated sites reveals much less
difference. Constancy of ligh t quality may be of consequence to benthfc 
plants.
Hay 1981 seems to have been not only a pivotal month fo r the relative 
light environment In the unvegetated sites of the Lower Bay, but Is also
the month with the highest observed net seagrass coamunlty productivity 
(Hurray and Wetzel, 1902) hurray, 1903) Hurray and Wetzel, In press). The 
mean 1rrad1ance values calculated fo r vegetated and unvegetated sites
during Hay are shown 1n Fig. 24, The unvegetated mean Is much higher at
a ll wavelengths. There is a difference of more than 1.8 m~l at 418 nm, 
and a difference of about 1.6 a t 441 nm. The difference decreases to about
8.5 a t 520 nm. Below 544 m  there Is a constant difference of less than
0.4 n r1. A 1.0 * _1 difference 1n attenuation represents a relative 
Irradtance reduction of 6311 over just 1 meter! That Is, during Nay 
approximately 631 less vio let llg fit m s able to  pass through a meter  of 
water at the •average* unvegetated s ite  than a t the "average* vegetated 
s ite . Over a two meter path the reduction would be 081.
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Mean a o n t h l y  v a r i a b i l i t y  o f  a t t e n u a t i o n
o f  l i g h t  o f  671nn a t  unvege ta ted  s i t e s  o f
t h e  l ower  Chesapeake Bay.
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f i g u r e  23. Mean mo n th l y  v a r i a b i l i t y  o f  a t t e n u a t i o n
o f  l i g h t  o f  671n» a t  v e g e t a t e d  s i t e s  o f  t h e
lower  Chesapeake Bay.
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F i g u r e  24, Mean May 1981 s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  at
u n v e g e ta t e d  and v e g e t a t e d  s i t e s  o f  t he
l o v e r  Chesapeake Bay.
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A co^arlson o f the mean spectra! attenuation fo r Hay for each site  1s 
presented In Fig. 25. The two unvegetated sites (H w fort Is. 1n the York 
River and the s ite  1n the mouth o f the Severn River) had the highest 
attenuation at a ll wavelengths. The Severn R. s ite  was especially high 
below 560 m . The Mean ko fo r the violet wavelengths (410, 441 m )
was between 3.5 and 4.0 nr* fo r th is  site, A hundred quanta would be
reduced to  Just ? or 3 quanta 1n Just one meter of water with an 
a tten u a tio n  coeffic ien t between 3.5 and 4,0! A reduction of greater than
99% would result fro«  the passage o f lig h t through two meters of water with 
a k f^ value greater than 3.5 a*1. That Is, there was essentially
no v io le t lig h t below the surface of the water a t the Severn R. s ite  during 
the Hay sampling period. Blue ligh t (468 nm) was also greatly attenuated
at th is  s ite , reduced about 98% per meter. Hean attenuation at the Hurfort
Is. s ite  ranged form a high o f about 3.0 r 1 at 4I0 na to about 1.5 at
507 na and no higher than tha t fo r the remainder of the spectrum. The red 
region of the spectrua was even more attenuated a t the Hurfort Is. s ite
than in the Severn.
A ll mean spectra l attenuation coefficients fo r Hay at the vegetated 
s ites -  Guinea Harsh, Four Point Harsh and Vaucluse -  were found to be
below about 2 *~1 except those fo r violet light a t Four Point Harsh.
However, the attenuation o f yellow, orange and red light at the Four Point
Harsh s ite  was extremely low -  less than 0.5 m"*, This is a reduction 
o f about 46% per meter. This s ite  and the unvegetated Severn R. s ite  are 
located very close to  each other. Both are In Hob Jack Bay and have very 
sim ilar patterns o f spectral attenuation but of d iffe ring  magnitudes. The
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25. Mean Ray 1981 s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
I n d i v i d u a l  s i t e s  o f  t h e  lower  Chesapeake
Bay.
Mean value fo r the unvegetated Severn R. s ite  1s about 1
consistently higher than that of the vegetated Four Point Harsh s ite  during
Hay, Violet attenuation at the Guinea Harsh and Vaucluse Shore vegetated
sites was between 1 and 1.5 m~l. The Vaucluse s ite  had the lowest 
violet-blue Mean attenuation durlnq Hay while tt>_» Four Point Harsh s ite  had
the lowest yellow to red attenuation; lower than even the wean winter 
values a t a ll other sites. With the exception of the vio let ligh t at Four 
Point Harsh the Mean Hay attenuation for a ll vegetated sites a t a ll
wavelengths was less than about 2 Thus, the extremely low Hay
attenuation of the longer wavelengths at Four Point Harsh nay have 
compensated for the high attenuation of the short wavelengths in terms of
to ta l ligh t energy available fo r photosynthesis.
The spectral attenuation at the Allen's Is. s ite  was Intermediate to 
tha t of the vegetated and unvegetated sites. This Is interesting because 
th is  site  1s also Intermediate with respect to Its  benthlc vegetation. 
Seagrasses here were considerably reduced In the 197®*s with vegetation 
persisting 1n only the shallowest areas. In the last few years, however,
seagrasses have been slowly re turn ing at th is  s i te  via natural
recolontzatlon as well as from transplant experiments (Orth e t el., 1965,
1966). Since th is  s ite  appeared to be in a transitional vece ta t tonal 
sta te , Its  1r rad lance Measurements and calculated attenuation values have 
been included In neither the ■vegetated" nor the ‘Tjnvegetated* means
reported herein, but have been treated separately.
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A ccMfWison of the wean seasonal spectral Irrad lance attenuation
values calculated fo r the Individual sites (F1qs, 2 6 - 3 2 )  reveals both 
d iffe rences between vegetated (Vaucluse, Guinea, Four Point) and
unvegetated (Nuafort, Severn) si tes and reveals Individual s i te  
Idiosyncracles.
Mean seasonal spectral attenuation values were a t or below 2 ■“ *
fo r a ll seasons except simmer at the western shore vegetated sites (Figs.
26, 36), As noted previously, attenuation at the red end of the spectrin
was particu la rly  low a t Four Point Marsh (Fig. 36). Autimn, winter and
spring values appear quite sW Iar at this s ite . Winter and spring aiean 
values were also less than 2.6 at the Vaucluse Shore vegetated site  
(Fig. 31) on the other side of the Chesapeake Bay, but autumn was the most 
tu rb id  season fo r th is s ite  and also fo r the deep site on the eastern shore 
(Bay, Fig, 32). None of the western shore sites showed th is pattern. The
lig h t environment, not surprisingly, appears to  be quite d iffe ren t In the 
d iffe re n t masses o f water on opposite sides of the Bay. With the exception
of fa ll, the mean seasonal attenuation a t the deep s ite  (F1g. 32) was
consistently lower than the corresponding values at any other site. Mote
the re la tive  color s h ift from blue to red between spring and sumner a t this
s ite  (the Intersection of the two seasonal curves). This sh ift also occurs
1n modified form a t the Vaucluse Shore seagrass site  (Fiq. 31). Here,
th o u g h ,  th e  p e n e t r a t i o n  o f  red l i g h t  fa not In c re a s e d .
The western shore unvegetated sites (Nurfort, Severn, Figs. 26, 29)
both had mean spring violet attenuation values between about 2 m-1 and
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F i g u r e  26. Hean seasona l  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
H u e f o r t  I s .  s i t e  (Yo rk  R . ) ,  Chesapeake Bay
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F i g u r e  27. f lean seasona l  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
A l l e n ’ s I s .  s i t e  (York R. ), Chesapeake Bay.
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F ig u r e  28. Hean s e i s Q i t t l  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
Guinea Harsh s i t e  (York f t . ) ,  Chesapeake
Bay.
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F i g u r e  29. Hein  season*!  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t  t he
nou th  o f  t h e  Severn fi. ( H o b j i c k  Bay) ,
Chesapeake Bay.
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f i g u r e  30. Mean seasona l  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
Four P o in t  Harsh (n o u th  o f  th e  Uare fi. ,
Mobjack Bay) ,  Chesapeake Bay.
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F ig u r e  31. Heen seasonal s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t
Vauc luse  Shores Zo s te ra  ■ a r l n t  bed o f f  th e
[ a s t e r n  Shore o f  the lo w e r  Chesapeake Bay.
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F ig u r e  32. Kean seasonal  s p e c t r a l  a t t e n u a t i o n  a t  the
Deep S t a t i o n  a t  Vauc luse  Shores o f f  t h e
E a s te rn  Shore o f  t h e  low e r  Chesapeake Day.
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3 m"1, much higher then the corresponding values a t any vegetated site. 
Cadi o f the seasonal mean attenuation curves fo r ftaafort Is. (F1g. 26) are 
high compared to  the other sites. The autuan and winter mean spectral 
attenuation coe ffic ien ts  for the Severn ft, s ite  are, however, similar to
the corresponding curves fo r vegetated sites.
The Allen's Is. s ite  {Fig. 271 is once again d iffic u lt to classify.
I ts  Mean spring spectra l a ttention curve 1s Intermediate -  sumner low,
w inter high and fa ll about average.
The mean Monthly water colwn attenuation curves for selected
wavelengths a t Individual s ites are presented In flq s . 33 through 39. The 
wavelengths presented 1n these Ffqures (411, 441, 468, 578, 671, and 694 
nm) were selected not only fo r the ir biological relevance with respect to 
photosynthetic action spectra and In vivo pigment absorption peaks, but to
outline the extremes and Means o f the fu ll set o f twelve wavelengths
measured with more c la rity  and less confusion than would be possible using 
the complete set Measured.
A seasonal pa tte rn  of tu rb id ity  a t a ll sites Is most obvious. As
previously mentioned, the high tu rb id ity  a t the unvegetated sites (Figs. 
33, 36) clearly s ta rts  1n Hay and continues through October, during 1981. 
This is especially obvious fo r the shorter wavelengths. The onset o f high 
tu rb id ity  appears e a rlie r 1n 1982, durlnq Hareh, with vio let attenuation
approaching or exceeding 3.6 m~l a t the unvegetated sites. At Guinea 
Harsh (vegetated, F1g. 35) the v io le t attenuation Increased gradually fro *
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F i g u r e  33. Hean M o n th ly  a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  s e le c te d
w a ve le ng ths  o f f  M um fo r t  I s . ,  f o r k  f t . ,
Chesapeake Say.
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H f i i r *  34. Hem  monthly o t te n u s t lo n  of s e lec ted  
t t t v e le n f th s  o f f  A l ienas  I s . ,  York R . , 
Chestpeoke 6*y
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F t f u r e  35. Heen m on th ly  a t t e n u a t i o n  of  s e le c te d  
w a v e le n g th s  o f f  Guinea H i r s h ,  Tortt It. ( 
Chesapeake Gay.
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F l f t f r e  36. H e in  e o n t h l y  a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  s e le c t e d
w a v e le n g th s  a t  th e  so u th  o f  th e  Severn R.
l e v e r  Chesapeake Bay.
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F ig u r e  37. Mean e o n th l y  a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  s e le c t e d
w a ve le n g th s  a t  t h e  Four P o in t  Harsh  s i t e ,
York R , , Chesapeake Bay.
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f le tn  Month ly a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  s e le c t e d
wave leng ths  i n  the  Z o a te ra  Mart a t
bed o f f  Vauc luse Shores, Chesapeake Bay.
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F ig u r e  39, Mean u o n th ty  a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  s e le c t e d
w ave leng ths  a t  th e  Deep S t a t i o n  o f f
Vauc luse Shores, Chesapeake Bay,
t  tow of about 1.5 ■"! In March of 1961 to  a peak of between 3.5 and
4.1 m" 1 durtnq September, decllnlnq dramatically to winter levels In
November. As of March 1962, no Increase was evident. The attenuation of
longer wavelengths at Guinea Marsh peaked sharply In Septeafcer and declined 
durtnq October to reach otherwise constantly low values durtnq November. A 
similar pattern of attenuation fo r the longer wave lengths of light was 
found at the other western shore vegetated site, Tour Point Marsh fFVq.
37). However, May 1901 values were extraordinarily low (6,5 m"M for 
the red end of the PAR at th is s ite . Simultaneously, the violet-blue 
attenuation during May was higher than the other vegetated sites. The 
A liens Is. site (fig . 34) shows much less montly variation than any other 
western shore site.
The Vaucluse Shore vegetated site  (Fig. 38) reached its  maximum short 
wave attenuation durlnq October, but also peaked In April. The minim 
occured during March, May and June 1961 and January 1962. The long wave 
attenuation followed the same pattern but with much less magnitude. March,
Hay and June, 1961 were abo the months of maximm  net productivity fo r the 
berrthk Zostera community a t th is s ite  (Murray A Wetzel, 1962; Murray, 
1963). The same pattern of attenuation, but with less extreme oscillation
1s apparent at the deep water reference station (Fig. 39) adjacent to the 
Vaucluse sKe.
Spectra l Ir rad lan ce  S A tte n u a t io n  In list grp P*r<io Creek
The downwelUng spectral Irradlance fo r noon and 1366 hours, both at 
the surface (Incident Irradlance) and a t a depth of jus t less than a meter
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(benthlc Irradlance) are presented In Figure 40 along with the corres­
ponding attenuation coefficients fo r a clear sky at the Thalassla s ite . 
The noon Measurement (Fig. 46A) was wade during a 16-15 knot southwest 
wind, whereas the Measurements made a t 1366 hours (Fig. 44)6) were made 
a fte r the wind had ceased. There 1s a sharp attenuation of blue and vio le t 
Itqht below about 566 raa, white the lowest attenuation occurs 1n the yel­
low region between 556 and 666 na. As Indicated, although lit t le  appreci­
able difference exists between the two Insolation curves, there Is a 
considerable Increase in attenuation, across the spectnaa, between the 
windy noon and the cala (1366 hours) values (see shaded area of F1g. 46).
Noontime PAR Insolation was about 23xl016 quanta-cm"  ^s '1, while be nth 1c
PAR Irradlance ranged from 3xl616 to 6x1016 quanta-cm‘ ^ -1
Mean dally spectral attenuation coefficients are shown In Table I I I
fo r three days at the Thalassla s ite  o ff the mouth o f the creek. 
Attenuation per meter o f the shortest wavelengths ranged from a mean dally
low of 3.64 to a high of 5,27 -  the highest value measured at the s ite . 
The ald-band yellow ligh t (570-596 nm) was least attenuated, ranging from
1.40 m" 1 to 2.16 m-1. The grand weekly mean attenuation coef­
fic ients represent the average of 4666 scans. Climatic conditions ranged 
from windy and cloudy to  clear and cafe, covering the time period 1115 to 
1736 hours C.S.T. Depths ranged from 0.76 to 1.1 m. The grand mean (Fig.
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TABU 111
DAILY HCAN SPECTRAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS f a ' 1 ) 
S o ig n e e  bed a t aouth o f  E i te ro  Pargo Creek, 1981
C o lo r ( * • > Feb* 6 Feb. 8 Feb. 10 B eta
V i o l e t 418 3* 64 3.40 5.27 4. 13
441 3. 62 2. 77 4. 26 3 . 35
B1 ue 466 2* 22 1. 92 2. 99 2. 38
Green 59 7 2* 65 1. 76 2. 74 2 . 16
526 1. 90 1 . 66 2 . 55 2 .04
546 1. 75 1. 54 2 . 34 1.07
Tel 1ov 578 1.63 1.46 2 . 16 t .  71
589 1 6 6 1.46 2 .00 1 . 71
Orange 625 1. 06 1 . 52 2 . 26 1 . 86
Red 656 1. 94 1, 53 2 . 25 1. 91
671 2 . 06 1 . 50 2. 34 1. 99
694 2. 11 1. 65 2 .40 2. 05
PAR 466-706 2. 61 1. 74 2 . 54 2 .16
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<1-1, curve “C") should characterize the spectral attenuation a t th is  s ite  
during the "El Norte" season since the Measurement period was between two 
such weather events.
CoafurHon of spectral attenuation coefficients along i  1 la  i*« tre a »  
transect (Fig. 41-1) reveals a dramatic decrease of violet and blue ligh t 
(4*6-506 m ). Attenuation of underwater light In Estero Pargo Creek was 
higher a t a ll wavelengths igwtream (F1g. 41-1 A) than a t the mouth (F1g.
41-1C), the difference assy^to tlca lly Increasing to akaost 3.6 iT *  at 
the vio le t end of the spectrin and approaching zero In the red region 
(656-766 m ). ffldstrea* attenuation (Fig. 41-10) was intermediate between 
these extremes.
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F i g u r e  4 1 .  ( 1 )  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  d i f f u s e  d o w n w e l l i n g  s p e c t r a l  a t  t e n u a t i o n
c o e f f i c i e n t s  a t  t h r e e  s i t e s  i n  t ' s t e r o  P a r  go C r e e k , ( A )  U p s t r e ^ n  o f f  t h e
U . N . A . M .  dock  ( B )  m i d s t r e a m ,  ( C )  o f f  t h e  mout h  i n  a T h a  l a a a  i  a b e d .  D a t a  f o r  
c u r v e s  A and B r e p r e i e n t  t h e  mean o f  2 Ml  s c a n s .  C u r v e  C r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  mean  
of itLKjU scans  t a k e n  d u r i n g  j  d a y s .  [ ' J )  The d i f f e r e n c e  j n  d o w n w e l l i n g  s p e c t r a l  
&[ l e i i u a t  i u u  c o e f f i c i e n t  b e t w e e n  t h e  u p s t r e a m  s i t e  and t tie mout h  o f  E s t e r o  
I ' s i g o  C r e e k .  The c u r v e  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  d r L111 me t i c  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  c u r v e s  A 
and r
DISCUSSION
Itetotfwe Potential Penttrtc FModvmMittfe
Potential benthlc production Is determined both by the light available
fo r photosynthesis a t the bottom o f the water coluan and by the fihererrt
photooyiithetlc response o f the plants present. H alting th is  discussion bo 
green plants and using published photosynthetic action spectra, mean
seasonal attenuation coe ffic ien ts  and Incident Irradlance measurements  from 
th is study, the re la tive  potentia l photoaynthetlcilly storable radiation, 
PW (Wocel, I978i Sarfth, 19701, can be calculated. The results of
these calculations fo r spring are presented 1n figure 42. Spring was
chosen fo r th is  example not only because i t  to the season with the greatest 
d ifference In attenuation between vegetated and unvegetated sites, but
because i t  to the season of highest net seagrtss coamajntty productivity, 
period o f highest growth, and the ttae o f greatest leaf turnover {hurray 4
Wetzel, 190?t Wetzel e t i l . ,  1062) Hurray, 1983t Hurray and Wetzel, 1907).
The to ta l attenuation to  a depth o f 1.9 m, k<6.1 A), plotted 
in Figure 42 was estimated as a weighted average between the water cokmwi
a t tenua t ion  k { . | , . 5 }> (depth I n te r v a l  9.1 to  6 .5 m), and the
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4 2 .  R e l a t i v e  p u t e n t i a l  apt  m g  PSK f o r  v e g e t a t e d  and u n v e g e t a t p d  n i t e a .  
S o l i d  l i n e s  r e p r e s e n t  v e g e L a t e d  a r e a s ,  d a s h e d  l i n e a  r e p r e s e n t  t i nv e g e  t a t  e d .
( a )  Mean s p r i n g  B u r l  a t e  i r r t d i  a n c c  at  noon on a i: l e a r  d a y ,  ( b )  t o t a l  
a t  I f  ni i f l t  i o n ,  ( o >  b e n t  II i r I r r a d l a n c e  at  J .  (i m , ( d )  r e l a t i v e  phot  Oh y n t  b e t  i e
a c t i o n  s p e c t r u m ,  t e )  r e i a L i v e  p o t e n t i a l  pho t n e yn t he  t i r a I 1 y s t o r a b l e  r a d i a t i o n  
( I’SR ) .
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a1r-va te r Interface attenuation k(Q ,,l)' (depth Interval 0 to 0.1 *):
+ <n*(0 t.l>
k(0,1.0) ■ ---------------------------------------  W-U
(10)
where k ( , i  5 ) 1® * c o n s e r v a t i v e  e s t im a t o r  o f  k j  i  j  q)
since water cokowi, subetrate Interactions are not considered. The 
a lr-w ater In terface attenuation coe f f ic ien t  k(0, . l )  was calculated
as the seasonal lean fo r cafe sunny days at 1200 -  0090 hours E.S.T.
The aean Incident spectral frradlanoe during clear spring days a t noon 
1s plotted as curve 'a* 1n figure 42. The quantum distribution decreases 
rapidly below about 500 raw The estimated to ta l attenuation coefficient 
fo r both vegetated and unvegetated sites are labelled *V  In the same
figure. These represent the spring spectral attenuation fro *  Just above 
the water's surface to a depth o f 1.0 ■ on cafe, clear days around noon.
The attenuation o f ligh t a t a ll wavelengths Is h & ie r a t the unvegetated
sites than Is the attenuatlcm a t vegetated s ites d ir  Wig spring i especial­
ly fo r wavelengths o f light less than 500 m . This difference Increases
froa 0,23 at 507 na to 0.51 w- * at 410 m , There Is a
difference between vegetated and unvegetated sites of about 0.1 a-1
fro *  570 to 700 m . Additionally, attenuation across the PAR spectrun at 
unvegetated sites begins ea rlie r In the year and Increases a t a no re rapid 
rate than at the vegetated sites.
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The resulting estimated benthtc irradlances for both vegetated and 
unvegetated sites are labelled 'c ' on Figure 42. (Note that the scale of 
the vertica l axis of *cm Is only a f i f th  that of the vertical axis of 'a'). 
A comparison of curves *a' and *c* reveals the dramatic decrease in 1r-
radlance over Just a meter of water. The benthtc irradlance at the
average spring unvegetated s ite  ranges from 0.21 quantacar?s' 1-10^ at 410
nm to 2.13 quanta cm 2 s ' 1 1013 at 570 m. The corresponding Irradlance
fo r  veqetated s i t e s  Is 0.349 quanta-cm- ? s -1 10^  and 2.37 
quanta cm-2 V 1 1013, respectively.
The r e l a t i v e  p h o to s y n th e t ic  ac t ion  spectrum fo r  y iv>  
taenia ta . a typical shallow water estuarine green alga 1s plotted as 
curve "d* a fte r Haxo and Blltots (1960) and HalUaTl (1974). The
photosynthetk pigment coaplex of green algae to very similar to  that of 
sea grasses. Quanta o f 400-500 nm and 650-660 nm are used most efficiently
by th b  green plant.
The potential PSR fo r the average spring vegetated and unvegetated 
s ite  to presented as curve *e* to Figure 42. This to simply the normalized
(0-100) product of curves *c* and "d‘ . The resulting potential PSR curve 
to a function therefore of Incident radiation, to ta l attenuation and the
Inherent s p e c t ra l  e f f i c ie n c y  of ' t y p ic a l  green marine p lant*  
photosynthesis. This PSR spectral d istribution Includes two peaks: one
broadly centered about 490 na In the blue end of the spectrua and the other 
extending from about 590 to 690 nm. The blue peak has been shifted from
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about 444 na 1n the action spectrua to  about 494 m  In the PSR due to the 
combined effects o f the high attenuation o f vio let and the low ordinal 
violet Insolation. Much o f the difference between the mean veqetabed and 
mean unvegetated PSR curves lies within the blue peak. The unve<ietabed
blue peak is quite in s iin ta n tia l whereas the vegetated peak Is fw a  12 to 
16 re la tive units higher, in a marginal lig h t environment th is difference 
In potential storable radiant energy may be quite Important. In the red 
peak region, the difference between the two curves is auch less pronounced,
being only 5 to  6 re la tive  units in the 594 to 674 ran region of the 
spectrum.
Using 1*C, Wetzel and Penhale (1963) calculated a theoretica l
of 2.484 mgCg- 1h -1 fo r individual leaves o f 2ostera marina
removed from the same Vaucluse Shores site  studied In th is work. They also 
reported a community apparent gross 0^ p ro d u c t i v i t y  o f  464
a g O j s ' ^ f l  In the s u e  seagrass bed. The dif ference in  PSR
discussed above could result in reductions of about 4.2 wgCg' 1 tr *
fo r leaves or about 46 mg02-m"2 h~ l  fo r  the e n t i r e  bentMc
comaajnlty.
Spectral Attenuation and Seeortss Occurence
In the lower Chesapeake day the ligh t available to  benthk plants nay 
not include great quantities of energy at those wavelengths vhlch can be 
most e ffic ie n tly  used by these plants. The greatest loss of potential
energy appears to be In those regions of the spectrum most sign ificant for
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photosynthesis. Whether the reduced levels o f lig h t o f c r i t ica l  
wavelengths Is causally related to the absence of seagrassess and the 
direction of that causality b  d iffic u lt to  assess. But, there does appear 
to  be a corre la t ion between the high attenuat ion o f  ce r ta in  
photosynthetic ally significant wavelengths and the lack of seagrasses.
Consideration of the direction of the causality nay be analogous to asking
-  Which cane f i rs t  the chicken or the egg? -  and Just as Insignificant. 
That Is, does the baffling effect of seagrasses cause the se ttling  of 
enough fine suspended Material to reduce scattering and absorption to the 
point that enough quanta o f appropriate wavelengths reaches the benthos 
enabling the seagrasses to continue growth? Or, does a water body with 
re la tive ly lit t le  suspended Material provide a light envlronMent suitable 
fo r seagrasses to survive, grow and thus baffle the water and Maintain 
water c la rity  so light of su ffic ien t quality and quantity can continue to 
reach the benthos and s^ jp o rt seagrasses which ba ffle  the water -  etc.?
The answer b  yes -  to both! Ecosystems are comprised of dynamically 
Interconnected biological and physical coeponents which In teract 
Materially and energetically. The Morphogenesis of an ecosysteM fro* 
staple pioneer beginnings to Mature dynamically stable stages Involves a
continual reciprocal Induction process between Its physical and bio logical 
parts. Thb b achetved through sensitive feedback Meehan Isms. A nature 
ecosystem b  a homeostatic entity capable of Internal adjustment to a range 
of external conditions -  within Units, and It  nay be those
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Halts that are the c ritic a l aspect of the success or fa ilure or
disappearance or reappearance of seagrasses In the Chesapeake Bay.
le t 's  define the benthk seagrass community and Its  overlying water
cokaan an ecosystem. The water clarity 1s affected by the baffling effect
o f the plants (Glnsbwrq and Lowenstam, 1958| Scoff In, 1970; Wanless, 1961; 
Boynton S Heck, 1902) and the plants are certainly affected by the water
c la rity . A minimal water c la rity  1s necessary fo r a seedling o f seagraas to
successfully colonize a suitable barren srts tra te  and to grow vegeta tive ly
to some minimal size (cf. Boynton & Heck’s "c ritic a l bed size”, 1962) 
necessary to  provide the baffling **itch will in turn induce settling and
trapping o f enough fine particles to  clear the water cokaan and Maintain a 
tolerable lig h t environment fo r continued growth. Seeds of many
anglosperms need specific wavelengths o f light energy before germination 
will occur (Vazquez-Yanes, I960; Stoutjesdfjk, 1972), I f ,  during the early
seedling stage, water c la rity  Is Insufficient then the ecosystem w ill not 
succeed to  the se lf regulatory, homeosta tic  stage and a seagrass community
w ill not be established.
A model o f a seagrass ecosystem including the water column Is shown In 
figure  43 as an aid to  the conceptualization of the sensitive feedback 
relationship between the seagrass connmnlty and water clarity. Of 
pa rticu la r Interest is the relationship between c r itic a l bed size and
sedimentary baffling and attenuation.
Due to  the dynamic nature o f the litto ra l zone and coastline, normal 
variations 1n physical and biological parameters (Burt, 1955; Kiefer and
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p li y  u I c a 1 t u m p o n e u t B  <> I ( b e  a e a g r i i B e  t ’ l ' i i s y s l  i ' i i i .  £ S y m b u  i s  «  f f  t '  r  O d u m ,  i  4 H 1 ) .
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Austin, 1974) Franck, 1988) Scott, 1978) M r often exceed an established 
seagrass community's a b ility  to adjust and survive on a local scale. Rapid 
recolonzatlon -  both vegetattvely and sexually (via seeds) -  would be 
expected I f  water c la r ify  P e ra lta . But, I f  -  due to nutrient 
enrichment and subsequent plankton btoons, or particulate runoff, or due to 
a domination -  the ligh t environment becomes unsuitable fo r the
re-establishment of a new seagrass coMwnity, then the net seagrass 
ecosystem size may diminish despite survival of established beds not
affected by normal local pertmattons. That Is, since there must be 
threshhoMs below which the c ritic a l feedback between biological and
physical parameters of the system cannot be established (c ritic a l bed size 
and a minimal light env1roimeirt)| replacement of seagrass communities tost 
due to normal processes M y be taqwnslble during periods of reduced water 
quality and altered light quality.
There 1s a dramatic difference between the Spring attenuation a t 
vegetated vs. unvegetated sites. Peak attenuation a t a ll wavelengths 
doesn't occur un til late Summer at the vegetated sites (Figs. 14, 16, 18) 
tdwreas the onset of high attenuation a t unvegetated sites s ta rts  during 
Spring. The Hay, June, and July peak attenuations found at unvegetated 
stations (Figs. lb , 17, 19) nay be due to the baffling e ffe c t on the water 
co lumn by s e a g r a s s e s  d u r i n g  s p r i n g  r u n o f f  c o n d i t i o n s .
The h isto rica l pattern of Increasing nutrient enrichment of the
Cheasapeake Say from agricultural runoff, municipal waste water e ffluent
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and urban non-point sources and the ir preauaed contribution to excess 
plartt tonic productivity (Heinle e t al., 1968) coupled w ith Increased 
particu late loads associated with the escalating urban, suburban and
economic development of the Chesapeake Bay's watershed My have altered the 
water c la rity  enough to account fo r the decline In submerged aquatic 
vegetation via the mechanism discussed above. The spectral irradlance 
measurements and spectral attenuation calculations reported in th is study 
Indicate a scarcity of benthic lig h t in shallow areas o f the lower 
Chesapeake Bay, especially in those wavelengths most e ffic ie n tly  used by 
green plants fo r photosynthesis.
t iM j— Qelbstoff and Spectral A ttenuation, In Estero Pareo Creek 
A schematic representation o f spectral energy flow through the marine 
environment  is  present ed as figure 44. The re lative proportions of the 
various constituents of seawater determine the ultimate lig h t quality and 
quantity available to  power benthic photosynthesis. The typ ica l noon clear 
sky quanta distributions fo r both incident and benthic Irradlance measured 
a t Estero Pargo are Indicated graphically in the conceptual diagram. 
Typical M rlne specific absorption curves fo r dissolved organic matter, 
non-green particu la te  matter, chlorophyll, and pure seawater are shown 
interacting with the underwater quanta. Rain and wind (Ios Nortes) cause 
runo ff with Increased dissolved organics and resuspension o f particulate 
matter and benthic chlorophyll bearing microalgae, thus increasing particle 
scattering, absorption and consequently tota l attenuation. The specific
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spectral energy characteristics o f the water cokmn and the forcing 
functions taplnglng on the system.
In Estero Pargo Creek the dominating Influence seems to  be from dis­
solved organic*. I f  the spectral attenuation coefficients fo r the mouth of 
the creek are s rttrac ted  from those a t the i*>stretm s ite  (Curve A -  Curve 
B, Fig. 41-1J, the resultant curve, Figure 41-2, may represent the attenua­
tion due solely to the constituents o f the water cohan present upstream
but not downstream. I f  th is curve (Fig. 41-2) Is compared with the 
specific absorption curves In figure 44 and Fig. lb , (Introduction) I t  can
be seen tha t t t  matches the shape o f the dissolved organic na tte r curve
quite closely. The extreme attenuation o f the short wavelengths decreases 
downstream as the diluting e ffe c t of the waters from the lagoon become more 
apparent. The creek waters no do ih t a ffe c t the lV#rt environment  In the
grassbed a t Its mouth, contributing to  the high violet-blue attenuation.
An e x a lte  o f the e ffe c ts  o f resuspension caused by wind can be seen 
in Figure 46. The shaded area o f the figure represents  the decreased 
attenuation corresponding to a decrease In wind from 16-15 knots to  calm 
during a one hour Interval. Both sets o f measurements  were taken during a 
clear sky. hot tee that although the Incident Irradlance* a t the
mid-spectral region (556-625 nm) are a to s t Identical, the attenuation 
coefficients and benthic Irradlances d iffe r  s ig n ifica n tly . This Is 
probably due to resuspenlon o f particu late matter and benthic microalgae.
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At the Estero Pargo study s ite , an area o f seagrasses th a t are 
probably light-stressed (Wetzel e t *1., 1962), there Is a significant
attenuation (2-4 »_1) o f the pho tosyn the tica lly  Important short
wavelengths, 490 506 na. Incident noon PAR irradlance was about 
2 3 x l0 16 q u a n t a  e m ^  s - I  and ben th ic  I r ra d la n ce  ( j = l  » }  was 
between 3 and 6x1016 quanta cm~?-s'1. in  the upstrean Mangrove 
swamp channel (Estero Pargo Creek) there Is extrene blue-violet attenuation 
which is probably due to dissolved organlcs originating fro * Mangrove 
litte r  deco^wsltiofi.
At the T h a lf^ l^  study site, wind events of even re la tive ly nlki 
magnitude (10-15 knots), affected both light quality and quantity reaching 
the plant canopy. Since the greatest attenuations occured 1n a spectral 
region (400-525 ran) which 1s extremely taportant for absorption by 
chlorophylls and accessory pigments In higher plants, the observed benthic 
trradtanoe d istribution has significant Indications fo r seagrass cfMnuntty 
productivity.
CfftfJNITr PHOTOSYSTEJ1 RESPONSE MODEL
In troduction
I have conceptualized and simulated a model which traces "blue” ,
"green”, And Yed* quanta as they propagate through an estuarlne
water colum, and are eventually absorbed by either water molecules and
dissolved salts, dissolved organic matter, non-pigmented suspended solids, 
or captured by blue", •green”, “yellow”, or "red” plant antennae (see F1g. 
45). The spectrua has been a rb itra rily  divided Into four regions as a 
simple approximation of reality. Of course quanta of each wavelength are 
d ifferent and plants atteapt to capture most of these. Correspondingly, 
I ' v e  g rouped  p la n t  p h o to s y s te m s  I n t o  f o u r  c a t e g o r i e s .
The conceptual diagram presented as figure 45 uses the syrtmte of the 
widely used "Energy C ircu it Language” (also termed 'Visual Systems 
Mathematics") of H.T. 0d»  (I960, 1967, 1971a, 1975a, 197Sb, 1963). In 
this language each syrto l has E l ic i t  physical and biological meaning and 
an associated mathematical structure based on well known biological,
chemical and physical relationships. Use of this symbolic language frees 
the creator of a conceptual model to work out a ll the Interrelationships of
a system without concern f o r  the  mathemat ica l  i n t r i c a c i e s
F t f u r e  45. C oncep tua l  d l a g r a *  o f  c o u u M t y  ph o to -  
sys tem  e l n u l i t f o n  nodel (4P1G17.5).
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during the conceptualization. After the model 1s conceptualized, the 
author My then translate the diagram Into a series of simultaneous 
d iffe re n tia l equations fo r mathematical analysis or Into a set of 
difference equations tha t can be d ig ita lly  evaluated via I terat ive 
procedures In a conqxrter language. Appendix I lis ts  one of the Basic 4.8 
programs developed to simulate the conceptual model of an estuarlne
community photosystem (4PIG17.5) Illustrated in Figure 45. Lines 7627 -  
8866 show the equations of state for the non-bio log leal attenuation of 
light and lines 8100 -  8938 describe the biological difference equations 
used to simulate absorption, photosynthesis and pigment synthesis.
The model is forced by seasonally varying functions simulating the 
re lative spectral proportions of energy incident on the water coltmm. 
Albedo (reflection and backscatter out of water) are then siA tracted.
Seasonally varying functions for suspended solids and DOM, based on runoff 
maxima and estimated peak In situ decomposition, respectively, Interact
with each arriving spectral gro<4> of quanta and specifica lly attenuate 
them. The re lative attenuation fs based on lite ra tu re  values, especially 
those of Prteur and Sathyendranath (1981). These specifica lly attenuated 
quanta become unavailable to the pigmented plant photosystems and are
eliminated from fu rthe r Iterations via heat sinks.
The pigment systems -  blue, green, yellow, and red -  are modelled as 
cycling receptors (Odun, 1983) which alternate between activated (excited) 
and basal states. The gross primary production (GP) of the system is
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considered a function of the to ta l amount of activated pigments of a ll 
photosystems. Eadi specific pigment system Is allowed to absorb a ll of the 
quanta surviving seawater, particulate and 00H attenuation except for those 
quanta reflected by the pigment. For enable, green pigments absorb blue, 
yellow and red quanta but re fle c t qreen quanta. Each pigment system Is 
allowed to grow In proportion to the quantity of excited pigment and the 
net productivity. Thus, pigment synthesis Is stimulated by absorption -  a 
positive feedback, similar to the approach of French 4 Fork, 1961.
The model Includes two major sections: (1 > Spectral attenuation of
light by non-b1ologlcal processes, (2) Bloloqlcal absorption, reflection 
and consequent photosynthetic production via wavelength specific pigment 
systems.
Physical Attenuation
The PAR spectrum was a rb itra rily  divided Into four broad spectral
bands termed "Blue" <400-490nm), ’'Green' (490-560nm), T e l low' <b60-630n»), 
and "Red* (630-700nm). Forcing functions JB, JG, JY, and JR, respectively 
were derived to drive the model and to represent downwelltnq Incident
spectral Irradlance within the above wavelength bands. The re la tive  niMber
of quanta In each of these spectral regions of the PAR used In model
versions through 4PIG.17A was esttaaated from field measurements of the 
downwelllng spectral Irradlance d istribution just above the water at the 
Vaucluse Shores study site  during noon In April (see "surface Insolation”,
Fig. 2). The re lative values thus derived were B ■ 0.147 (Blue),
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Q ■ 9.361 (Green), Y - 9.286 (Yellow), and R -  9.265 (Red). Estimates of
re la tive  Irradlance fo r model versions 4PJG.17.5 and beyond were based on
an average spectral d istribution calculated fro * data of Tyler and Smith 
(1979 as plotted by Kirk, 1983, p. 29). The average spectral d istribution 
was based on Irradlance Measurements made by Tyler and Smith at two 
latitudes: 42*56W and 25*45tl around noon durfnq summer. These relative
percentages were used to derive the Individual dally time varylnq functions 
<JB, JG, JT, JR) fo r each band by apply 1nq them to a sinusoidal function 
fo r maximum dally to ta l PAR Incident irradlance described by Kremer and
Nixon (1978) fo r the ir Naragansett Bay model:
pwW x c 677.5 - 371,5 cos r2v(t+101/365lr
where t  1s the day of the year ( t-1 at January 1). Their dally maximum
radiation function accounted not only fo r sun angle changes but also fo r 
dally photoperiod length. I t  f i t  the predicted clear sky PAR Irradlance 
maxlmuas calculated fo r the solstices and equinoxes. Applying the relative
wavelength band percentages calculated above to th is  equation and 
a rb itra rily  dividing by two to approximate alr-water Interface attenuation
due to re flection  and backseat te r yielded:
JB * 49.e-27.3cosf2m(t+18)/3651 
X  - 102-55.7cos[2»(t+10)/3651
JY - 97.6-53.5cos[2t(t+19 )/3651 
JR ■= 90-49.2oos[2»(t+l 0 )/365 ],
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where t  1s the number of the day of the year. Subsequent functions 
derived using the data of Smith and Tyler (1976) fo r vers tore 4PIG17.5 and 
beyond werei
J0 * 08.1-48,3cos[2a(t+lfl)/3651 
JG - 04.7-46.5cos[2*(t+10)/36S)
JY = 94.9-52.0C0Sr2*(t+10)/365)
JR - 71.1-39.6coaf2.(t+10)/3651
Specific spectral attenuation co e ffic ie n ts  fo r absorption and 
scattering due to the water molecules and th e ir dissolved ions were 
estimated based on spectral attenuation d istribution curves calculated by 
Prleur and Sathyendranath (1981), Clark and James (1939), and Yentsch 
(1966), The coefficients thus derived were kb * 0.63 (Blue), kq ■ 0.05 
(Green), ky = 6,25 (Yellow), and kr * 0.4 (Red), representing the
re lative ly large attenuation of the long wavelength quanta by water 
molecules and dissolved Ions.
Specific attenuation within these four wavelength bands due to 
absorption and scattering by particles (SS) and dissolved organic matter 
<D0M> Involved the use of time varying truncated sinusoidal functions to 
describe nominal suspended solid loads and the nominal quantity o f DOM.
These cosine functions were based on those derived by Kremer and Nixon
(1978) to  f i t  data of Hess and White (1974) which described the seasonal 
pattern of river flow Into Naragansett Bay. The function resulted In a
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sinusoidal Increase to a max km* followed by a sinusoidal decrease to a 
Minimum which Is sustained until the next seasonal Increase begins The 
functions were devised so as to allow manipulation of the Maximum and the 
timing of the commencement of the Increase. Suspended solid concentrations 
In estuaries are largely a function of runoff and rive r flow. The output 
of the equation thus derived For suspended solids seemed to f i t  
observations made fo r the Chesapeake Bay and Its tributaries (Smu)ten, et 
al.p 1962) reasonably well:
SS = S2+S2cos[2w(t-Sl)/3651,
where SI determines the timfnq of the onset of the Increase and S2 Its 
magnitude. A sim ilar function was used fo r DOM concentrations;
JDOM * G2+G2cos[2*(t-fjl )/365].
Specific spectral attenuation coefficients For suspended solids (I.e., 
non-chlorophyllous part iculate matter) were derived from the curves 
presented by Prleur and Sathyendranatb (1901: see Fig. lb , th is
dissertation) resulting In re lative values of 1.8 fo r blue attenuation 
(cc>, 0.5 for green (cd), 0,75 for yellow (ce) and 1.25 fo r red (cf) 
specific relative non-ch lorophy 1 lots particulate attenuation -  normalized 
fo r blue light.
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Specific re la tive  attenuation coe ffic ien ts fo r DOM absorption and 
scattering were also derived from Prleur and Sathyendranath (1961). These 
estimates resulted In re la tive  coe ffic ien t values of 1.0 for blue (c6), 0.2 
fo r green (c9), 0.05 fo r ye lk * (ca) and 0.91 fo r red (cb) specific
attenuation due to  dissolved organic material. This simulates the 
relatively large attenuation o f quanta of short wavelength by Gelbstoff.
Both particu la te  and DOM attenuation are mathematically handled as 
exponent ia l decay based on the c o e f f i c i e n t s  discussed above
6 l 9 l 3 9 l t » 1  A f e a g r P t t f f i L _____ P l q i c n t _S y n t h e s i s  m d  P r o d u c t i v i t y
The quanta surviving the above re flection , back scattering, non- 
chlorophyllous pa rticu la te  absorption, and DOM absorption are now made 
available to the four pigment systems a rb itra rily  defined by the ir colors 
(blue, green, yellow, and red). PB, PG, RY and PR designate the quantity 
o f unexcited blue, green, yellow and red pigments, respectively, while AB, 
AG, AY and Aft represent the quantity o f activated pigment. PB 1s 
conceptualized as being able to  recteve and use wavelengths of a ll colors 
except tha t o f Its  namesake, blue. Likewise, PG absorbs Blue, Yellow and 
Red, while PY absorbs a ll except Yellow and PR absorbs a ll specified quanta 
except those defined as Red. The quanta o f ligh t of Improper wavelength 
which Impinge t*>on a pigment system are reflected and returned to  the pool 
o f stored ligh t o f tha t color, thus becoming available to the other pigment 
systems which may be able to  absorb them. Since each pigment system can 
absorb three colors -  any two o f which can be absorbed by another 
photosystem -  a specific absorption coe ffic ien t has been devised for each
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pigment receptor system to allow 1t  to absorb llqht of a specific color In 
proportion to both the mmber o f quanta o f that color available and to the 
re lative abundance of that particu lar pfcpent system during the Iteration.
The amount of llqh t "stored* underwater (B, G, Yt R) and available to 
the pigment receptor system Is calculated anew at the beginning of each 
Iteration by starting with the forced irradlance functions (JB, JG, JY, and 
JR) and attenuating them via the above coefficients and attenuation 
functions. These quanta are then allowed to be absorbed by the pigments 
resulting from the previous Itera tion, Durlnq that previous Iteration, the 
pigment s may have Increased due to  pigment synthesis or decreased due to 
catabolism -  both dependent upon the rate of absorption of light for that 
specific pigment, and the overall growth or decline of the entire primary 
production of the ecosystem. That Is, specific pigment synthesis or 
catabolism Is controlled by the ra te  of Increase or decrease of activated 
pigment between two Iterations and by the overall growth or decline of 
gross productivity.
A single pigment photosystem and Its  interconnections with the general 
productivity module are diagramed as Figure 46. This example uses the Blue 
photosystem vitfi Its  Inactive PG plqments and active AB pigments. G, V, 
and R represent the mmber o f quanta of Green, Yellow and Red lig h t 
actually impinging upon th is photosystem. The amount of activated pigment 
(AB) 1s dependent upon the mmber o f quanta, above, which Interact with the 
Blue pigments present (PB). The ligh t energy thus trapped 1s used to
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Figure 46. Cycling Receptor (MichaelIS’ Henten) 
nodule fo r a single photosystew
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synthesize organic material accumulated as OP (dross productivity). The 
amount of activated pigment actually converted Into GP depends upon the
amount of GP already present In addition to the size of AB, GP Is reduced 
by respiration, animal conS4jap t1on, maintenance, etc. I f  AB has grown
since the previous Iteration then PB Is alkwed to grow via pigment
synthesis based also on the size of GP. If ,  however, the amount of
activated blue pigments has declined since the last Iteration then PB 1s
reduced by an amount related to that negative d iffe ren tia l (catabolism). 
Thus, when there Is an Increasing supply of light which can be absorbed by
blue pigments, blue pigment synthesis occurs. But, i f  the light quality Is 
such that there Is a declining siqjply of light of the proper colors for
absorption by blue pigments, then the amount of blue pigment Is reduced. 
The other three photosystems operate In the same fashion, a ll four dimming 
th e ir photosynthetic ATP Into a coamon GP which represents the entire
production o f the ecosystem.
Since the spectra l quantua yield of photosynthesis Is inconsistent
with spectra l absorption, coefficients kd (Blue), k1 (Green), k l (Yellow), 
and k t (Red) were derived from data of Emerson and Lewis (1943) as reported 
In k irk  (1963). This modification was introduced In model version
4PIG17.5. Quantua yield Is lowest for the short wavelengths and best for
the long wavelength photons. The coefficients were normalized to yellow 
ligh t (kl=1.6). The coeffic ien t fo r Red light, k t, was set to  6.95 and 
those fo r  both Blue (kd) and Green (ki) were set to  6.85.
mCaftititlfis
The model was coded 1n Basic 4,0 on a Commodore 64 with a single 
VIC-1541 disk drive. The program was set up to duxp the output of model 
runs to disk. I t  was quickly learned that the disk capacity was
Insufficient for holding the output of even a three month run, so the
program was altered to sample the output based on the length of the run so 
It would f i t  on a disk. The f i rs t  runs of 1 year took about 3 days. A 
compiler was employed subsequently (Basic-64, Abacus Software, Grand 
Rapids, Ml.). Coddled versions of a 3 year run took only about 24 hours
to run and then another 3 hours for a graphics program to read the output
from the disk and plot It to the screen In Conmodore 1702 High Resolution
(64,000 pixels). The graphics program employed a basic extension called 
Video Basic-64, also from Abacus Software, The screen graphics were dimped 
to either a Mannesmann Tally MT-160C or an Oklmate 18 printer. The 
challenges of simulating a complex model on a small coagvter were manifold. 
The model was run hundreds of times until adjustments o f various
coefficients resulted In reasonable output of a stable nature. Iteration 
Intervals from .005 day to 0.5 day were tried. I t  was found that an 
Interaval of 6.1 day resulted In stable output and reasonably estimated
results obtained using much shorter Intervals.
Model Output
Some of the output of the 4PIG Nodeh 1s presented In Figures 47
through 52, The jaggedness of the curves 1s due to aliasing caused by the 
limited resolution of my computer monitor, not the model output which Is an
standard run ,17a
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F ig u r e  47. Output o f  S tandard  Run o f  c o u u n l t y
photosy tem s i m u l a t i o n  model (4P IG .17A)
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order of magnitude More detailed than could be shown by the graphic Means
available. The tapper group of curves (E#) plotted In each graph
represent, fro * top to hot to*, JR, JY, JG and JB. They are presented added 
on top of one another so that the curve fo r JR Is also PAR — taken by 
Itse lf. The next qroi4> of curves (Euy¥) are fro * top to botto* R, Y,
G, B -  also plotted cuMilatlvely so that once again the top curve. R, also
represents underwater PAR Irradlance. The {Eu/w> curves were plotted
at d iffe rent scales, there Is actually an order of Magnitude difference
between surface irradlance and underwater Irradlance. Below the underwater 
Irradlance are plotted curves (labelled RIGS) representing the combined
values of the activated and Inactive pigments fo r each photosyste* — fo r
exam>le, AB+PB. In a ll of the output presented the top PIG curve
represents Yellow (AY+PY), the PIG curve below that Is Green (AG+PG) and
the curves for Red (AR+PR) and Blue (AB+PB) taper o ff from s ta rt up
conditions to extreMely low valuse by the end of each run. The botto*
curve presented In each Figure represents GP, community photosystem gross
productivity.
The output of a four year nominal Standard Run fo r 4PIG.17a Is shown
as Fig, 47, The Standard Run forced SS to peak 1n Spring and DOM to  peak
In late Sumner -  early Fall. The relative ligh t quality above and below
water has been changed as a result of the d iffe ren tia ) attenuation of
particular wavelengths o f light by particles, the seawater Itse lf, pigment
absorption, and dissolved organic Materials -  a ll time varying themselves.
The most obvious differences are that the re la tive amount of green light Is
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F ig u re  48. O u tpu t  o f  co *M un1 ty  p h o t o s y s t c *  i o d e l
w i t h  SS-0 fluid DOM-O.
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Mich qneater In the 54i>mar1ne light fie ld , and the underwater blue light to 
qreatly attenuated, especially In the fa l l  when the model forces the 
highest concentrations of DOM, which selectively attenuates short 
wavelengths. Comparing figures 47 and 46 brinqs out some of the changes 
caused by the DOM and SS functions. figure 48 is the plotted output
4PHL17a without OOM or SS. The underwater light, pigments and production 
are a ll symaetrical about the suwner 1r rad lance peaks. In the Standard 
Run, with Its  nominal DOM and SS loads, the underwater light, pigments and
production are both truncated at the peaks and skewed, by comparison. The 
Tel low photosystem predominates 1n a ll runs of version 17a, closely tracked 
by the Green photosystem. Output from version 17.5, not shown 1n these
Figures, reverses th is — Green pigments become dominant, followed by Yellow 
pigments. This to probably due to the Inclusion of quantun yield
coefficients In version 17.5 which favor the conversion o f longer
wavelength light energy Into ATP over that of the shorter wavelenqths.
The results of running the model with approximately trip le  the DOM to 
ploted 1n Figure 49. Late Summer and Fall valuer of PIGS and GP
aredrastlcally effected, since that to when the DOM function peaks. In
Figure 56 just the opposite situation Is simulated; trip led  SS and
Standard DOM. The simulated water Is so turbid that the peak Simmer
Incident surface 1rrad lance to severely attenuated causing the underwater 
irradlance to be lower during sumertlme than during winter. This results
in Spring and Fall "blooms* of the dominant pigment systems, and GP.
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Tripling both DOT and SS during the model run resulted 1n severe reduction 
of a ll photosystems fro * Spring until Fall, as Indicated 1n Figure 51.
Surface frradtance was held constant at maxtaum Insolation during a 
run of version 4PIG17.5 f t  1g. 52) as part of the procedure fo r stabilizing 
the output. As has been true fo r a ll versions of the model, at high levels 
(or when the coefficients lim iting growth were too low) a series of 
"blooms* o f d iffe ren t photosystemo resulted. When one particular pigment 
complex was able to take advantage of the light environment and grow 
rapidly, I t  would change the light quality of the water to  such an extent
that the very wavelength I t  needed would no longer be available In 
su ffic ien t quantity to sustain exponential growth, but the changes that It 
had caused to submarine IV^rt quality would Induce another ccahlnatlon of 
pigment complexes to grow exponentially -  and so on -  un til It stabilized.
These changes In the underwater spectral Irradlance caused by pkpaent 
absorption and the subsequent e ffe c t on PIGS and GP can be clearly seen In 
th is Figure (52). I t  Is not unlfce the sequential algal blooms sometimes 
observed In estuaries.
Discussion of Bode!
The comunlty photosystem response model output has flaws. The red 
and blue pigments decline to extremely unrealistic levels. The model also 
asauws that a ll other conditions (nutrients and temperature, fo r example)
In the estuarlne environment which e ffe c t photosynthesis do not ex is t or
have no effect  on d iffe re n tia l pigment production or photosynthesis. The
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F ig u r e  52. S e q u e n t ia l  blooms and c rashes  o f  s p e c i f i c  
pho tosys tem s  In  model run w i t h  c o n s ta n t  
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«odel also has not been calibrated or formally validated against field
conditions. However, the In itia l purposes for which the model was 
conceptualized were Met, 1,e., to  get a be tte r understanding of the complex 
Interactions between various photons and the living and non-living
coaqwnents of the estuartne environment. The nodel additionally serves as 
a s ta rting  point fo r the developnent o f further node Is which can nore
adequately address the va lid ity  of the concept of a community of
cooperating photosystens whkh coadapt In such a way as to Maximize the
ecosystem's u tiliza tio n  of available energy - the Maxinun power principle
(lottca, 1922} OdtM 4 Plrfcerton. 1955, Odua 1971b, 1962; Nteolb &
Prlgogfne, 1977).
despite th is  model's flaws, 1t  serves to illustra te  dranatlcally the 
possible e ffe c ts  o f changes 1n dissolved and suspended materials on pigment 
synthesis and productiv ity. The nany physio logical coefficient adjustments 
that were necessary to  stabilize the output also demonstrated the delicate 
homeostatic mechanisms which must exist w ithin ecosystems In order fo r them
to  funct ion successfu l ly  with in constantly varying environmental
constraints. The process of conceptualizing and fine tuning an ecosystem 
simulation model serves to remind one of the great complexity and
f le x ib i l i t y  of natural systems and o f the mutually Interdependent 
relationships existing between th e ir b lo tk  and abiotic parts. The
Individual components effect each other and the whole -  and the whole
effec ts  the Individual components.
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future Modifications to the Model
I have begun simulating conceptual Model 4P1G.16 which Incorporate? 
several changes which m y mke the model conform More closely to my
ordinal conception of an aquatic photosyrrthetk: ecosystem that Modifies
Itse lf In response to the underwater light quality 1n such a way as to 
optimize capture and conversion o f quanta Into ATP. The changes Include; 
(1) separate GP for each photosyste* to allow Individual reward loops
(feedback) to photosysterns successful 1n capturing photons. A ll the GP's
dwp Into a comunlty W> (2) Incorporation o f the "Z-scheme" which allows 
transfer of excited electrons from one photosyste* to another; (3)
Inclusion o f photochemical ly reversible photochromlc pigments, ( If Red 1s 
stimulated by photons, Blue pigments are synthesized and vice-versa [BJorn,
1979; Voskresenskaya, 1979] . Also, there Is evidence o f the existence o f 
a similar Yellow-Green coaq>11mentary system Thomas, & 0 Kelley, 1973]j (4)
More re a lis tic  absorption spectra fo r photosystem pigment complexes; (5)
Simulation o f photoinhibition.
CONCLUSIONS
Genera) Conclusions
The physics of the propagation of light underwater Is extremely
complex, Involving the Interaction of myriad liv ing  and non-Hv1nq 
entitles. One way to gain an understanding of the ecology of underwater
light Is to atteapt to conceptualize and simulate ecosystem models of the 
submarine light environment. Comnrter ecosystem models were conceptualized
and s Mail a ted which attempted to describe the interactions between light
and the estuarlne environment with special reference to pigment systems.
The feas ib ility  of determining spectral Irradlance and attenuation In 
shallow estuarlne waters was proven. The underwater light environment of 
an estuary was described. The seasonal dynamics of spectral attenuation In
the lower Chesapeake Bay was described. A correlation between the
occurence of seagrasses and spectral attenuation was found. Parameters of
the estuarlne environment possibly responsible fo r the specific attenuation 
were Identified: suspended particulate matter, phytoplankton, dissolved
organic material. Differences In potential photosynthetic ally storable 
radiation were found In vegetated and unvegetated regions of the lower
Chesapeake Bay.
1 1 5
H<iht Quality ojjd__Seagrasscs In_fchfi I m r  Chesapeake f i t *
(1) A seasonal pattern of spectral attenuation occurred In the
shallow waters of the lower Chesapeake Bay. Sumer showed the highest
attenuation, spring and fa ll were Intermediate and winter the lowest.
(?) Over a 15 month period, the date of onset of high attenuation
differed from year to year.
0 )  The seasonal pattern of attenuation differed between vegetated
and unvegetated sites. Attenuation across the entire spectrum at 
unvegetated sites began earlier In the year and Increased at a more rapid 
rate than at the vegetated sites. The transition from low winter
attenuation to high simmer attenuation was more abrupt at unvegetated
sites. There was a shorter high attenuation season at vegetated sites.
(4) A much greater attenuation of violet light occured 1n unvegetated 
sites during spring, especially during May 1981 and March 1962. During
Nay, 63* less vio let light was able to pass through a meter of water at the
average unvegetated site compared to the average vegetated site; 8B% less
through 2.0 meters. (A d iffe rence of 1.0 m 'l at 441 nm).
(5) The variab ility  of violet attenuation was greater at unvegetated
sites during the high turbidity seasons.
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(6 ) The pattern and Magnitude of spectral attenuation differed on 
opposite skies of the Bay.
17) There was a reduction of potential light energy available fo r 
photosynthesis by be nth 1c green plants at the unvegetated sites. Less 
light was available at those wavelengths most e ffic ien tly  used by green 
Marine plants.
(8 ) A c r it ic a l feedback between the biological and physical 
components of the seagrass/water column ecosystem Must be established 1f  
the system Is to maintain homeostasis. Increased levels of particulates 
and phytoplankton blooms May degrade the water c la rity  and sh ift Its  
attenuation to the point that suffic ient light of the proper quality Is 
u n a v a i la b le  to  the  re -c o  Io n iz in g  s e e d l in g s  o f  s e a g r a s s e s .
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7 365)
491 *  JG-B4, 7 - 4 6 .  5*C0S{ 2 * V { T 1  + I 0 )  7 365)
4950 J Y - 9 4 . 9 - 5 2 * C 0 S ( 2 * n * ( Tl  + 10) 7 365 )
4975 J R - 7 1 . l - 3 9 + C 0 S { 2 * v * ( T l + 1 0 ) 7 3 6 5 ) . G0T0515*
5400 J B - 8 6 . 1 - 4 8 . 3 * C 0 S ( 2 * w * { T + I * ) 7 365)
5*10  J G - 8 4 . 7 - 4 6 . 5 * C 0 S ( 2 * w * ( T + l * ) 7365)
5*50  JY-94.  9 - 5 2 * C 0 S { ? * i r * ( T  + 10) 7 365 )
5*75  J R - 7 1 . 1 - 3 9 * C 0 S { 2 * a* ( T + 10)7 365 )
515*  IF B<- 0  THEN B - l E - 3 8  
5160 IF  6<*0  THEN 0 - 1E- 3B  
517*  rF y<-0  THEN T - I E - 3 8  
5180 IF R<-0 THEN R - 1 E - 3 8  
52*0  IF PB< - 0  THEN P B - l E - 3 8  
5250 I f  PG<-0 THEN PG-1E-38  
530*  IF PY<-0 THEN P Y - l E - 3 8  
5350 IF PR<-0 THEN P R- 1 E - 3 8  
55*0  IF Afl < - 0  THEN AB- 1E- 38  
5558 IF  AG< *0  THEN AG-1E-3B  
5600 IF  AY<-0 THEN AY-1E-3B  
565 *  IF AR<-0 THEN AR- 1E-36  
5700 ' I F  GP<* •  THEN G P - 1 E 3 8
585*  IFLC>-PIORlTA-0THENGOSUB20200:REN WRITES ITERATION 
FILE 10 F I T  DISK SIZE 
595*  1FPS- ' Y*0R7ZS- 'P'THENGOSUBl* 6 0 0
5951 I F ( ( TH- . 095<T)AND(T <TH+.* 9 5 ) )QR( ( TN- 46 . 9>T) AND(  T > 
T H - 4 7 . 1 ) )THENtiOSU610600 
5955 I F ( ( T N - 3 1 9 .  95>T>AND<T>TH-320. * 5 ) )0R<<TN-228.  95>
I >AND( I>TM-229 ,  * 5 ) ) THENGOSUB1960*
5956 I f ( ( T M 1 3 7 .  9 5 > T ) A N D ( I >I N - I  38,  8 5 ) > THENGQSU010600
5957 I fTM>365THENQOSU015850
5980 G E T Z Z S : I E Z Z S - ' X ‘ GOTO10400
5981 I F Z Z * < > ' V * G 0 T 0 6 5 * *
5990 P« 1 NT"■-------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
PRINT* : ; ]  B T - ' T
6 8 * 0  PR I NT “HlE ( 0 ) j B* JB, J G : P R I N T J r h J R . P R I N T *h£ (U7W ) .
_ ' B,G.PRINTY,R> P RI NT * 0 l NA C T , P I G S . ® ' P B t PG:PRINTPY,
PR
6025  PRINT "aACT . PIGS.  ■*A8 ,  AG: PR1 NTAY , AR-, *gGP- 'GP  
6030  I F L O - P I O R T - T l  THE NPR INT * *i l  Tf RAT ION * I T f 1 3 M M H I W R  J T T f 
N TO DISK FILE.  T *  1 
6500 I T I NEA- I T I MEA+1
7627 I F Z S t < > , Y, THEN76?9.  SS-S?+S2*C0S< S 3 * * *  ( 1 1 - Si ) 7 365)
7629 SS-S2 + S7«C0S(S3* - * * (  T - S l ) 7 365 )
7650 I F Z D S O ' Y  1 THEN7 6 6 * t JDOM = G2 + G?*COS( G3 + w * ( T1 - G1>
7365)
7660 J DON- G2+G2* COS( f l 3 * w* ( T - G l ) 7 3 6 5 ) , REN DON 
7705 D 1 * J B * E X P ( - K B ) - B - ( { P R ' 2 + P Y ~ 2 + P G " 2 ) / ( P R + P Y + P G ) +  
C 4 - K 0 - 0 )
7 7 * 6  D l - D1 * EXP( -C8 * JD * C G- CC* C3 + SS)
7805 D 2 - J G * E X P { - K G ) - G * ( ( P R ‘ 2 + P Y ~ 2 + P 6 ' 2 ) / < PR+PY+PBJ+
C 5*K 9»G)
7006 0 2 - D2 + E X P ( - C 9 * J D * C G - C D - C 3 * SS >
7 9 * 5  0 3 - J Y * E X P { - K V ) - Y * < ( PR"2+PB‘ 2+ PG* 2 ) 7 { PR+PB+PG)+ 
C6*C1*Y)
7906 D3 - D3 - EXP{ - CA* JD* CG- CE* C3* SS)
B0*2 D 4 - J R * £ X P { K R ) - R * ( ( P t * 2 + P G A2 + P B ' 2 ) 7fPY+PG+PB)+  
C7-C2+R)
8 0 * 3  D 4 - D 4 * E X P ( ’ CB*JD*CG-CF*C3+SS)*REM DON ATT. «
SS AT,
8 * 0 6  B * 0 1 * I . G « 0 2 * 1 :  Y * D 3 + I : R - D 4 * I i R E M  / / / I T E R A T E  U7 
U L I G H T / ! # #
9090 REM* /*\AB
8 1 * *  D5 - PB‘ 2*KX* (  ( Y / {  Pfl+PR + P G ) ) + fG / f P B + PR + PY ) )  + (ft 7(P0 + 
PG+PY) ) )  - A0 + KC 
8 1 9 *  REN* / \AG
8 2 0 *  06»PG' '2 + K 5 * ( { Y f  ( P G + P R + P B ) ) + ( B / ( P G + P R + P Y ) ) + ( R / ( P G +  
PB+PY) ) } -AG*KH  
8290 REM* / \ AY
8 3 * 0  D7-PY*?+K6* (  ( 6 7 (PG+PY+PR) ) + < G / ( PB+PY+PR} ) + ( R 7 ( PB+ 
PG+PY) ) )  - AY*KZ 
8 3 9 *  REN'  y-\AR
P40 *  O0*PR~Z+K7M ( B / <  PG+PY + P R ) ) + <G7( PB+PY+PR) )  + < T / { PB +
PG + PR) ) )-Af?*KS 
650 *  IFD5>0THENO9- AB*KC+{KE*D5- KI *GP) : GOTO8520 . Rf M*
^ P B
8510 D 9 - A B * ( KC+ K E * D 5 * C L ). REN D5<0
8 5 2 *  D 9 -D 9 ’ ( K F * K P - T L + P B ~ 2 * K X M ( Y 7(PB+PG+PR) ) + ) G7(PB+
/ ‘ Y + PR) ) + (R7(PB + PG+PR) ) ) )
8 54*  I FD6>0THENEl - AG*KH+f KJ- D6*KM*GP) : GQT0B56* :REN1 
/ \ P G
8 5 5 *  E1- A G * ( KH+KJ-D6-CN) : REM O6<0
0 5 6 *  E1 ■ E1 - ( KK*KP*TL + PG"2*K5*  ( ( Y 7 ( PB + PG + PR } ) + ( B 7 ( PG +
PY + P R ) ) + ( R /  { PB+PG + P T ) ) ) )
8500 IFD7>*THENE2*AY*KZ+(K2*D7*KO+GP)rGOT085901 REN*
/NPY
8505 E2- AY* (XZ+K2+D7*C0) : REM D7<*
8590 E 2 - E 2 - ( K 3 * K P * T L + P Y ‘ 2 * K 6 * ( ( 6 7 (PY + PG+PR) ) + ( G7( PB +
PY + Pft) ) + (ftMPB+P<l+PY)) n  
B68*  IFD8> *THENE3-AR*KS+( KU-DB-KN-GP} t G0T 0862* i RFh '
/ \ PR
8 6 1 *  E3 ' AR*<KS+KU*08«CN) ; REM D8<*
8 6 2 *  E3fcE 3 - ( KV * K P * T L + PR " 2+ K 7 - ( ( T / { PB+PG+PR | )  + I G / ( PB +
PY+PR} ) + ( Y/ ( PB+PG+PR) > ) )
8 7 2 *  E4«GP*CH* ( K0-A6 + K I * A G + M * A Y  + K T*AR ) - GP*{ KU-K4+GP )
: REM * /SOP
B732 IFD5>*THENE4-E4 D5-KE-GP-KL  
8736  ]FD&>*THENE4-E4-06*KJ*GP+KN  
0 7 4 *  JFD7>*THENE4"E4-D7-K2-GP*KN  
8744  1FD8 >*THEN£4-E4-D8»KU*GP+K0  
8 9 * *  AB " AB + ( D 5 * I ) : AG-AG+( D 6 * I )
8 9 2 *  A Y * A Y + ( 0 7 * I ) : AR-AR+( D B * I ) ■ PB-PB+( 0 9 - 1  ) : PQ-PG + ( C1 -  
J ) r P Y - P Y + ( E 2 * I  }
8 9 3 *  P R- P R + (E 3 * 1 ) . GP-GP+( E 4 * I  }
9 * * *  IFLC<(PI+1JTHCNLC-LC+1  
9 * 5 *  I F L C > - ( P I + 1 ) I H E N L C - 1
9999  HEX IT t REH< n  n  +-++EN0+MAIN+-LOOP++ + + i m i M M n n i n i i i t
i * 4 i V  W A N !  i ,  V . V i M t h . cnda ■ pr i  nt * m - " i t t : pr i nt / 4 ,
CL0SE4,4 , *
1 * 4 * 2  I F S T <0THEN1*499  
1 * 4 * 4  GasuBieee*
1 * 4 * 8  I fSX-63THENPRINT"I?>f ILC EXISTS*
1 * 4 * 9  IF5X*  72THENPRINT '  I f iOISK FULL*
1 * 4 1 *  IFSX-74THENPRINT‘ mDRIVE NOT READY*
1 * 4 9 9  IFST<*THENPRIHT'DEVICE HOT PRESENT ERROR'S!  
1 0 5 * s f f f i ? % F s f £ f ^ I N T / 6 ,  C L 0 S E 6 . 6 :  P R IN T “G E E 0 O 1 ]
1 * 5 * 1  END
1 * 6 * *  0PEN1, 4 ,  2 1PRINT#11 CM011 IFS T < 0THEN1*499
1 * 6 * 1  PRI NT* ------------------------ ---------- ----------------------------------------------
---------------------* ; PRINT* 0 T - * T
1 * 6 * 2  l F f f H - 3 1 9 . 9 5 > T ) A N D { T > T H - 3 2 * . * 5 ) THENPRINT' f l  
STATE VARIABLES DURING MID-WINTER,  *
1 * 6 * 3  I F f T M - 4 6 . 9 5 > T J A N D f T >T H - 4 7 . * 5  | THENPRINT* 0  
STATE VARIABLES DURING HIO-FALL:  *
1 * 6 * 4  I f ( TH- 228 .  95>T) ANO<T>TH-2 2 9 . * 5 ) THENPRI NT' 0  
STATE VARIABLES DURING MID-SPRING.  *
1 * 6 * 5  I F ( TN- .  * 95« T ) A N 0(  T < T N+ . *9 5 ) THE NP RI NT , a STATE 
VARIABLES AT TNAXi ■
1 * 6 * 6  I f | T H - 1 3 7 , 9 5 > T ) A N D ( T > T M - 1 3 8 , * 5 ) THENPRINT's  
STATE VARIABLES DURING MID-SUMMER: *
1 * 6 * 7  I FZZT■ ' X■THENPRINT"y STATE VARIABLES WHEN
EXECUTION TERMINATED:
1 * 6 1 *  PR I NT * ; ) £ * - ' ,  JB( JGr J Y ( JRf PRI NT ' E  ( U / H } * ' , 8; G; Y) R.
PR INT ' I NACTI VE P I G S - " ,  PB;PG(PY,  PR 
1 * 6 2 *  P R I NT ' A C T . P I G S - * ,  ABiAGi AYt Af t . PRI NT ' GP- ' GP  
1 06 3 *  l F LC > «P l O R I T l - » TH E NP Rl H T " f r I TE RA T l O H ' I T l ' g i —« m | W R I T T  
&N TO DISK FILE:  ' F I *
1 * 6 4 *  P R I N T f l i  CLOSEli  RETURN
1 1 * * *  DAWN" . INPUT ' I BCHA NGE ATTENUATION COEFFICI  ENTS * ; DAS 
: I F D A t - 1Y"THENG0SU812000 
1 1 * 1 *  D B f - ' N M N P U T ' s n e C H A N G E  BIOLOGICAL COEFFICIENTS",  DBS 
t I FDBA- ' Y ' THENGOSUBl3 * * *
1 1 1 0 *  RETURN
I ? * * *  W A * - ' N * t INPUT*:aCHANGE PURE SEA HATER ATTENUATION 
* 1 N A t t I F N A A - " Y 1THENGOSUB125**
1 2 * 1 *  SAfl- ' N ' t  INPUT"nCHANGE SS ATTENUATION VALUES',  SAS
i: I FSAi*  M  * THENG0SUB126**
1 2 * 2 *  GA4* *N* i I NPUT ' K i t  MANGE DOM ATT ENUAT I ON VALUES’11 GAT 
■ I f  GAT* * f p THENGOSUB12 7 1 *
12* 25  H S WN M N P UT * H | C H A N G F QUADRATIC HEAT S I NK* ;HS t  
i I f H S t *  * Y ' THEN60SUB12 8 * *
1 2 * 3 *  RETURN
1 2 5 * *  REM CHANGE SW K
1251*  PRINT * K 8 * ' KB, PKG* *KG, PKY=PK Y . PKR- PKR: INPUT'tfHEW 
KB, KO, KY. KR"|KB,KG,KY,KR 
125 2 *  PR INT-RVALUES STORED AS: g * — ■— l — m n ' K B ; KG; KY 
i KR
12599 RETURN
1 2 5 * *  REM CHANGE SS K
1261*  PRI NT*CC- “CO, PCD**CD, "CE*PCE. ' CF*  " C F , PC 3 * PC3
12612 INPUT‘ tf (E« CC.CD.CE. CF. C3Pi CC,CO,CE,CF,C3
1262*  PR I NT "*>|VALUES STORED AS: MM— — — I—l ‘ CC ; CD; CE 
; CF ,C3  
12699 RETURN 
1 2 7 * *  REM CHANGE DOM K
12 71*  PRI NT"C0*PC 6 , * C 9 - PC9, *CA-*CA,  *CB«'CB,  "CG- 'CG 
12712 INPUT-ONER C8 , C9 ,CA. CB, CG"; C8r C9,CA,OB,CG 
1272*  PRINT'neVALUES STORED AS: M M M l— S M I M ' C B , 09,  CA 
; CB; CG 
12799 RETURN
1 2 6 * *  REM CHANGE QUAD HEAT SINK
1261*  PRI NT ' K6 - * K0 .  PK 9 «" K9 , * C1 « " C1 . "C2-"C2
12812 PR INT *C4*  *C4, " C 5 = " C 5 , * C 6 - * C 6 , " C 7 - ' C 7
12613 iNPUT'tf lEW K 6 , K 9 , C l , C 2 , C 4 , C 5 . C6 , C 7 * , K 8 , K 9 . C  1, 
0 2 , 0 4 , 0 5 , 0 6 , 0 7
1282*  PRINT'r»VALUES STORED AS: — M — M I " K 8 ; K9; C1 
; C2 1 C4 j C5i 06;  C7 
12699 RETURN
1 3 * * *  A 6 t * " N " : I N P U T " B t f  MANGE p j q  ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS" j A 
8T:  lFAB4*"YMHENflOSUB135*«
1311*  PS$* 'NMNPUT*anCHANGE PIG SYNTHESIS COEFFIC IENTS* ; PS 
4 i 1FPSt* " YpTHENGOSUB1 3 6 * *
13*15 GPt«"N* i INPUT' lkCHANGE GROSS PROD. COEFFICIENTS* ; GPt 
. IF  G P t * "Y * THENG0SUB13 7 5 *
1 3 * 2 *  R S t - " N" i  INPUT"^CHANGE RESPIRATION COEFFICIENTS" , RST 
: I F R S 4 * " Y PTHENG0SUB137**
1 3 * 3 *  PHt * "N" (  INPUT*KJCHANGE PHOTOINHIBITION VALUES' iPHS  
, I FPH4s pY* THENGOSUB13B*0 
13631 RETURN
135*0 REN CHANGE PIG ABSORPTION K
1351*  PRINT"KC- "KC, "KH* *KH, "KZ* PKZ, PK$*"KS
13512 PRINT'KX- ' Kl t ,  pK5**K5 ,  "K6-"K6,  * K7 - * K7
13513 INPUT KC, KH, KZ, KS, KX, K5, K6, K 7 ' ; KC, KH, KZ,
KS KK kS k6 K7
1352**  PRlNT'^eVALUES STORED AS: M H H M M — BM 'KC; KM; KZ 
; KS;KX;K5j  K6{ K7 
13599 RETURN
1 3 6 * *  ■'REM CHANGE PIG SYNTHESIS K
1361*  PRINT "KE* * K E , PKJ - - K J ,  “K 2 * PK 2 , * K U - PKU
13612 PRINT'KL*  *KL, "KM**KM, "KO*"KO,*KN*"KN:PRINT "(|CL*
*CL,  * CM* * CM, "CO*"CD, *CN-"CN
13613 INPUT"tf*£W K E . K J , K 2 , KU, KL , K N, KO, K N* ;KE , KJ , K 2 ,
KU,KL,KN,K0,KN
1362*  PRINTan«VALUES STORED AS = D M M H M H * H I I N t >KE, K J ; K2 
; K U r KL| KN| KO; KN 
13622 INPUT" —  EW CL . CM, CO, CN": CL, CM, CO. CN
13624 PRINT “TfflVALUES STORED AS t I — ■ » ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ — « ' CL ; CN; CO
;CN
13699 RETURN
1370# REN CHANGE RESPIRATION K
13712 PRINT*KW«*KWp "K4-"K4
13713 INPUT “flNEH KU, K 4 * t (CN, K4
13720 PRI NT ' ^ q VAIUES STORED AS: • H H H I B H m i l H M ' K H ; K4
13749 RETURN
13750 REN CHANGE GP K
13760 PRINT “KO" 1 KO, ■ K l « , ( f l ,  'K1 ■•(£! ,  “K T - ‘ KT( ' CH - ' CH  
13773 INPUT'tfHEW KD , K1 „K l „A T , C H * sK D . K I „K l , KT „ CH 
1 3780 PRINT "TgJVALUES STORED AS; H H H I I I N t M I I I I I H 1 K0 1 K I ; K1 
iKTj  CH
13799 RETURN
13800 REN CHANGE PHOTOINHIBITION K
13610 P R 1 N T * K F * * K F , ' K K - ' K K , mK 3 ~ * K 3 , * K V - * K V | * K P - * K P  
13613 ! N P UT * [ # f U  K F , K K . K 3 . K V . K P p| K F , K K , K 3 pKVPKP 
13620 PR I  NT ' ^VALUES STORED AS. | I W — ■ ■ W W M 'K f  ;KK;K3 
f KV,KP 
13899 RETURN
14016 T I W N M N P U T ' E E B C H A N G E  I N I T I A L  DAY ( T1 > [Y /<P>
- N T ;  T I T :  I F T H "  *Y*THENG0$U614666  
14020 I R 6 * * N pi I N P U T * : d CHANGE I N I T I A L  IRRADIANCE* , IRS 
. I F I R T * * Y 1THENGOSUU14I00 
14025 P A * = * N pr INPUT-mCHANGF I N I T I A L  ACTIVE P I GS ' . PAT  
. I F P A t * " Y  ■THENGOSUB14300 
14030 PGT- -NMNPUT' BBCHANGE I N I T I A L  INACTIVE P I GS ' j PGT  
. I F P G W Y PTHENGOSUB14460 
14040 UW*- * NMNPUT* 1«CHANGE I N I T I A L  U/U IRRADIANCE' i UW4 
, IFUMS*  * Y PTHENGOSUB14240 
14050 P P * « PNP: INPUT*WCHANGE I N I T I A L  PROOUCT I QN“ ; PP$
: I F PPT * *Y  1THENGOSUB14560  
1 4 i 9 9  r [ t u r n
141O0 REN CHANGE I N I T I A L  IRRAOIANCE 
14110 PR I NT * JB * *J B .  * J G - * J G , ' J Y - ' J Y , PJR**JR  
14126 INPUT' t f lEM J 8 , J G . J Y , J R P, J 8 , J G , J Y , JR 
14130 PRINT-WVALUES STORED AS. g i m — I H H H m ' J f l i  JG; JY 
, JR
14199 RETURN
14264 REN CHANGE I N I T I A L  U/N IRRADIANCE 
14214 P R I N T pB»*Bp PG » " G , PY « * Y P * R - PR 
14226 INPUT-t f iEM B , G . Y, R* , B, G„Y , R
14236 P R I N T ' V A L U E S  STORED ASi g H a i l l l H H H I H H ' B ;  Gi Y ; R 
14299 RETURN
14366 REN CHANGE I N I T I A L  ACTIVE PIGNENTS 
14316 PRINT * A B - 1A B , ' A G- ' AG ,  PA Y - PAYP 'AR- ' AR  
14326 INPUT'^TEU AB, AG, AY, AR* ■, AB, AGt AY , Afl 
14331 PRINT 'TfflVAL UES STORED AS. 9 l M I H i a a i M m i N « l *  AB; AG, AY 
f  AR
14399 RETURN
14406 REN CHANGE I N I T I A L  INACTIVE PIGNENTS 
14416 PRINT pPB- * PBt “PG- ' PG,  ' P Y - ' P Y ,  ' P R - ' P R  
14426 INPUT'ltfTCW PB. PGr PY . PR* i PBp PG, P Y, PR 
14430 PRINT'WVALUES STORED AS. H I H W I N — l * PB; PG; PY 
t PR
14499 RETURN 
14560 REN CHANGE I N I T I A L  PRODUCTION 
14510 PR I NTp GP* p GP 
14526 I NPUT' t f iEN GP*,GP
14530 PR I NT PTBVALUES STORED AS. Ol — M N— i T  GP< NP
14599 RETURN
14606 REN CHANGE I NIT IAL DAY
14610 PRI NT ' WI NTER: 1-91 \  'SPRING: 9 2 - 1 0 2 “ , 'SUMNER:103 -  
2 7 4 * , ' F A L L : 2 7 5 - 3 6 5 *
14626 PRI NT“11 = * T1 
14636 INPUT*CplEW T 1 *;  T1
14640 PRINT'TfftVALUES STORED AS t f l N H I I H M N I N M '  T1 
14699 RETURN
14766 REN CHANGE RUNOFF/SS
14 710 P R I N T ' G l “ ' G t , * G 2 * ' G 2 , ' 6 3 = ' 0 3  
14726 INPUT'gNEW G11 G?, G3' i G1, G2, G3
14736 PRINT 'T0VALUE S STORED AS: m i H H I — W l l — * G1 i 02;  G3 
14744 RFTDRN
14806 REN CHANGE DOH/GlLVlN
14810 P R I N P S l - ' S l , “S2 - ' S2 ,  *S3« ' .  S3 
14020 INPUT'aNEW S I , S2t S 3 " ; S I , S 2 , S3
14036 PRINT “fffiVALUES STORED AS. T f M M I U M f l l l H N M l ’ S1 ( S 2 , S3 
14899 RETURN
15856 REN PRINT HIO-SEASON VALUES
15066 ON-{ { 4 4 .  95<T)ANDf  T<45. 65 ) ) - ( ( 1 3 5 .  95<T ) AND{ T < 1 36.  05]
) GOSUBl6606
15065 O N - f ( 2 2 6 . 95<T>ANO(T<227,  0 5 ) >GOSU610600 
15876 ON- < ( 3 1 7 . 95< T }AND(T<310.  6 5 ) )t iOSUB16666 
15875 1F TN< 731G0TQ15892
15670 ON- ( ( 4 6 9 . 95< T ) AND( T<410,  6 5 ) ) GOSUBl0606  
150B6 O N - f {506 ,  95< T ) ANO{T<501,  6 5 ) ) - ( ( 5 9 1 .  95<T)AND{T < 592 . 05 )  
) GOSII016666
15896 ON- ( ( 6 0 2 . 9 5 < T ) AND( I <603.  6 5 ) 1G0SU616666 
15892 I f T N < 1 69 6 THENRETURN
15095 0 N - { ( 7 7 4 . 95< T ) ANO{T< 775.  0 5 ) ) GOSUBl6666  
15966 ON- { { 0 6 5 , 9 5 < T ) AND(T<866.  0 5 ) > - (  ( 956 ,  9 5 < T ) AND( T < 9 5 7 . 6 5 >  
) G0SU610660
15911 O N - ( ( 1 0 4 7 . 9 5 <T)AND(T< 1648.  6 5 ) )G0SUB16666  
15999 RETURN
20206 T t - S T f t t ( T ) : J B S - S T R $ ( J 8 ) : J G * - S T R * { J G ) , J r * « S T R *  
f J Y ) , J R * - S T R * { J R )
26201 B S - S T R M B J t f l t - S T R l f G ) ,  V 4 - $ T R * ( Y ) : R 4 - S T R * ( R ) ;  Pfl*  
- S T R i ( P B ) : P G S - S T R t ( P G )
26262 P Y4 - ST R S ( P Y ) t PR4-STRS{PR) : GP4»STR*(GP>
20263 A 6 t - S T R $ ( A B ) : A Gf - S T R t ( A G)
26204 AY*«5TR4(AY) :AR*=STR4(AR)
26266 SS6-STRS( SS) , JD*-STR4(  JO)
26216 P R I N T / 2 , T ? XX4;
26220 I N P U T / 1 5 , S X i 1 FSX<>0THENPRI NT* 0 1 SK ERROR NO. ' ; S X  
"AT T « ' ■ T:GOTO16400  
20221 IFST <0THEN10499
26223 I F V A L ( J B 4 ) < . 0 1 THENPRINT#2,  JB4 XX4} : G0T026236  
26225 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T t f J B I , 5) XX4,
26236 i r V A L { J G * ] < . 0 1 THCNPRINT/2, JG* X X I ; , GOTO20240 
26235 P R I N T / 2 , L £ F T 4 ( J G * f 5} XX*.
20240 1 FVAL( J V t ) < . 0 1 TKENPRINT/2,  JY*  X X * ( : GOTO26250 
20245 P R I N T / 2 t L E F T * ( J Y I , 5)  XX*,
20250 I F V A L ( J R * )< .  6 1 THENPRIMT/2,  J R * : GOT026266  
26255 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * { J R * ,  5)
20266. JFVAL{&4)  <. 61i(41ENPRittM2. Bt  XX*- . , G0T026276
202 50 I F V A L ( J R * ) <, 0 1 THENPRI N T / 2 , JR * =  G0T026266  
20255 P R I N T / 2 , t E F T * ( J R * , 5 )
26266 I F V A L ( B * ) < . 0 1 T H E N P R I N T / 2 , B *  X X * ; : GOTO20276 
20270 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * ( B * ,  5)  XX*:
26276 IFVAL( G * ) < . 0 1 THENPRI N T / 2 , Q* X X * , : GOTO20286 
26280 P R I N T / 2 , L E f T S ( G t ,  5) XX*i
20286 I FVAL( Y * ) < , 0 1 THENPRI N T / 2 , Y *  X X * ; : G0TO26296 
20290 P RI N T / 2 , L E F T S f Y * .  5 )  XX*;
262 96 IFVAL( R* ) <. 0 1 THENPRI N T / 2 HRt : G0T026326  
26306 PRI NT / 2 , L  E F T * { R * , 5 )
26326 GOSU626600.REM --NEW LINE NUMBERS NEEDED TO 
MOVE SUBR HERE**
20359 I F V A L { P B * ) < . 6 1 THENPRI N T / 2 , PB* X X* ; . GQT026369
20360 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * ( P B * ,  5 )  XXI ;
20369 I F V A L ( P G* ) < . 0 1 THENPRINT/2 , POS XX* ; : GOT 020379  
26376 P R I N T / 2 , L £ F T * { P G * t 5)  XX4;
20379 I f V A L ( P Y ) ) < , 0 1 THENPRINT/2 ,PY*  XX* , : G0T026389
20388 PR I N F / 2 , LEFI  * ( P Y t , 5) XX*,
20389  I FVAL( PR * ) < . 0 1 THENPRINT/2 , PR * : G0T026456  
20469 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * < P R * ( 5}
20456 I FVAL( G P) ) < . 0 1 THENPRINT# 2 , GP* XX* ; > GOTO20510 
20455 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * { G P * ,  5)  XX* ;
26510 PRI NT12 , SS?; Rfh  ADD DOM* AND CONVERT “GR0GR* 
FOR READ/PLOT 
26599 RETURN
20666 REN WRITE ACTIVATED PIGS TO DISK
20659 I F V A U A B * ) < .  01 THENPRINT/2 , AB* X X *;  : G0T026669
26666 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * ( A B * ,  5)  XXS|
26669  I FVAL( AGS) < . 6 1 THENPRINT/2,  AG* XX* , , G0T026679
26670 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * ( A G * , 5 )  XX*;
20679 1FVAL( A Y * ) < . 0 1 THENPRINT/2,  AY* X X * : , G0T026689
20680 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * { A Y * , 5)  XX*,
26689 I FVAL( AR* ) < ,  0 1 THENPRINT/2,ARStRETURN  
20695 P R I N T / 2 , L E F T * ( A R * ,  5)
20699 RETURN
tfPDPIX II
(Comitodore Basic listing of Graphic Routine used for reading and plotting 
sequential dlsfc files of 4PIG.17 output. Written uslnq Abacus Software's 
"Video Basic 64*,)
1 RFH GR0GR. 0  I 1 / 2 4 / 6 6
3 POKE 3 0 5 8 1 , 1 1 : POKE53286,11
4 POKE 3 85 B 2 , 0 : POKE 5 3281 .6
5 POKE 30 548 , 5
1«0 IN PU T'aEPB B SM B lS  VB-64 IMP I IMtNTf  0  < R > = r E S ' ; SGS 
1 10 i F S G L - ' N ' T H C N P R l N T ' a T V B D F V :  END 
460 INPUT'BaaseFBSJFlLE TO ftf AD [<R> = * } * j f 4
530 INPUT• J » l iNIHiWi0HHM M ^kMrf.ki*mBOUMP STATE VARIABLES 
TO PRINTER <R>- N« ' |  PS 
532 I F P I -  '  Y'THENPP**  ' P * : OPENS, 6= P R l N l # 6 , * P *
540 REMi (NEEDS WORK) INPUT * B MEBHjMjBBWMl DENT I FY 
POINTS WITH NARKS <R}=Nb * ; C*
546 JNPUT'ajSWPPRESS CONNECTING LINES < R > - N O \ L *
1610 REN: ++++GRAPH1C PROPQRTIONS++++ + + ++++++* ++
1766 NF«1j OHAX*1 0 1 YQ-54/QH: Z Q - . 04s FM- 1 ; U 2 - 1 . ? : H 6 - 6 :
MG - 0 :N Y - 0 , N R - 0 i  F B - l : f G * l :  FY- 1  
1761 F R * 1 iNP*6
1702 Z Q * - * * : INPUT'^-CHANGE INCIDENT LIGHT SCALING FACTOR' ;?
OS: I FZ O $ o *Y'THFN1706  
1 764 PR I NT '  ZQ = *ZQ: INPUT "qNEW ZQ * , ZQ s PR INT ' T OftF D AS =
■/Q
1706 U?S = " : INPUT *=IJCHANGL U/W t I GHT SCALING F A C 1 0 R ' ; UZS 
: JEWZ*<> 'Y 'THENi710  
1708 PRINT 'U2*  *UZ: INPUT'QNf  W U 7 • ; UZ: PR I NT■«STORED AS:
*UZ
1710 M F S * ' V  INPUT *5»CHANGE PIGMIN1 SCAl ING F AC TORS '  Mf *  
t J F M F S O '  Y"THEN1800  
1712 P R I N T ' N f e ' M f , iNPUT' t f lEU MF- : ME, PR I NT * «S TOREO AS:
*HF
1714 P R I N T V n e - ' H f l ;  '  MG- 'MG;*  MY = *HYj '  Kfi«'MR = PR 1 N T ' K f B  =
"FBj '  f Q - * F G ; * F Y - ' F Y , *  FR* "FR 
1716 INPOT'flNEW MINIMUHS; KG, MG,MY, MR * ; MB, MG, MY, MR =
PRINT"gSTOREO AS: *MB,MG, MYr MR 
1710 INPUT'ONEW MULT. FACTORS: FB. FG. FY . FR * j FB. FG, F Y .
FR: PRlNT'aSTORED A S : * F B , F G , F Y , F R  
I 8 6 0  F M * - * V  INPUT-gKHANGE PRODUCTION SCALING FACTORS' ,  FMI  
: I F F M * < > ' Y ' T H E N I 9 6 0  
1820 P R I N T ' F M - ' F M j ' H P - ' K P ;  iNPUT' t f tEW FM, MP * ; FM, MP r PR I  NT 1 fST 
ORED ASt 'FH,MP  
J036 FORI■ 1 TO5001NEXT
1900 REM+ + + + + + + + + AXESt *  + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + + ++ + + + + + +
1950 HIRES 1 , 1 2  : T I C 1 , 1 ,  14
1960 ORAW20,128,  299 ,  J28,  14
1961 DRAW26,1 2 9 , 2 9 9 , 1 2 9 ,  14
1962 DRAU20, 153,  2 9 9 , 1 5 3 ,  14
1963 DRAW20,154,  299,  154,  14
1964 0RAW26,7 4 , 2 9 9 , 7 4 , 1 4
1965 DRAW26,7 5 , 2 9 9 , 7 5 , 1 4
1967 8 0 X 1 9 . 1 9 . 3 6 0 ,  160,  14
1968 BOX20 . 2 0 , 2 9 9 ,  1 7 9 , 1 4
1969 0 0 X 1 , ] , 3 1 6 , 1 9 6 , 1 4  
2*16 CHAR3,7 , 1 7 6 , 1 4 . • * '
2*11 CHAR3,7 , 1 6 8 , 1 4 . *U*
2*12 CHAR3 , 7 , 1 6 * . 1 4 . 'A*
2*13 CHAR3,7 , 1 5 2 , 1 4 , *N'
2*14 CHAR3 , 7 , 1 4 4 , 1 4 , ■T"
2*15 CHAR3,7 , 1 3 6 , 1 4 , ' A '
2 * 2 *  CHAR7,7 , 8 1 . 1 4 , * • '
215*  CHARI 1 , 1 M ,  12, 14, ‘ i IME'
2 * 6 *  CHAR3,1 7 * . 1 2 , 1 4 , “ (DAYS)*
3 * *0  OPEN 1 5, 6, 15* 0PEN2, 8, 2,  " * ; ' + F)  + \ S , R "
3 * 5 *  INPUT/ 15 , SX; IFSX<>*THENiNORN:PRINT'ERROR'; SX:GOT09999  
31#*  I N P U T / 2 , N F i , T l , T M A X , I  
312*  CHAR7,1 * 5 , 1 9 5 , 1 4 . NF*
313* T D - S T R M T l  ) . CHARI, 7, 1 7 , 1 4 , LE FT) (T1 S , 4>
315* NORM.PRINT'tftEAD FILE: * ( N f t
3151 PRINT V l T l : " ; T1 i PRINT ' ITMAX* ■; TMAX
3152 PR I NT' k l . ' *  I
316*  CFS- 'Y* .  INPUTMCORRECT FILE <R>-YES' ; C F ) : IFCF S 
o • Y" THENCLOSE2.CL0SE15.G0T04**
318*  INPUT * ifipNEW TMAX [ENTER NEW TN OR <R>-NO]' |TM:
PRINT ' H ] ' :  TP-TM-T1
3165 NG)-NF»,  N F ) « “N M N P U T * ij£NTER NEW PLOT TITLE (<R>
- N O ) ' j N F * : I F N F S * ' N ' T H E N 3 l 9 *
3166 M00E1* CHAR7,1 * 5 , 1 9 5 , 1 , NG):MODE*;CHAR7, 1*5,  195,
1 4 . NF)
3167 DRAW2*,1 6 * , 3 * * , 1 8 * , 1 4  
3108 ORAW2*,1 7 9 , 2 9 9 , 1 7 9 , 1 4
3189 DRAW2*,1 9 8 , 3 1 8 , 1 9 8 , 14.0RAW2* ,1 9 9 , 3 1 8 , 1 9 8 , 1 4  
319*  TM$-STR$(TM)r CHARI ,2 7 7 ,1 7 ,  1 4 , LEFT4{TMS,5 ) . NORM 
3 2 * *  XT-279/TP
32*1 REM J B * 4 9 . 8 - 2 7 . 3 - C Q S ( 2 * * . ( T P / 5 + 1 0 ) / 3 6 5 )
32*2 REM CHAR4, ( TP/S )*XT + 2* ,  J6-ZQ+1 52, 2, 'CH-BLUE*
3249 REH<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<X<<<<<<<<t<<<<<<<<<<<<<t<STAfir  
L OOP> >>>)>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
325*  I N P U T / 2 , T S , J B ) , J G ) , J Y $ , J R )
3251 INPUT/2,  B ) , G ) , Y ) , R )
3252 REM I f A CT ) *  * Y'THENGOSUBl1111
3253 I NPU T/ 2 , AB) ,A G) , AY) , AR)
3254 I NPU T/ 2 , PB$ , PG ) , PY) ,PR )
3255 INPUT/2 GP) NP)
3265 IFST*64TH£N;NORM:PRINT'END OF F I L E * . G0T09999 
33*3 T-VAL( T ) )
33*4 JB-VAL(JB) )
33*6  JG-VAL(JG))
33*8 JY-VAL(JYS)
331* JR.VAL( JRS)
3312 B-VAL(B) )
3314 G-VAL(G))
3316 Y-VAL(Y) )
3318 R~VAL(R4)
332*  AB-VAL( A B) )
3321 AG-VAL(AG))
3322  AY-VAL(AY))
3323 AR-VAL(ARt)
3324 PB-VAL(PB) )
3325 PG-VAL{ P G) )
3326 PY-VAL( P Y ) )
3327 PR-VAL(PR))
3328 GP-VAL(GP))
5 6 0 0  GETPP?:  I F P P $ - * P * O R P S - - Y * T H E N G O S U B 3 0 0 0 *
5 7 9 0  P R I N T “ ..................................  f f l T - ' i  T; ' ■ ............................... ..
  P
5 0 0 0  P R I N T J B . J G . J Y , J R : P R I N T " P R  I NT B , G , Y . R ; P R I N T * ' :
PR I N T A B , A G , A Y , A H i P R I N T 1 *
5B10 P R l N T P B , P G , P  ¥ , PR:PR I NT 1 * : PR I NT GP 
5 6 5 0  I F T - T 1 I H F N 0 K * - * Y * l I N P U T * S 0OK { < R > - Y E S ] " ; O K $ :  I  F (J*C S 
< > * Y* T HEN CL 0 SE2 : CL OSE 1 5 ■ GOTO400  
5 9 0 0  T P W E f  T * ( U , 7 )
5 9 0 4  NODE 1 : C H A R 2 , 2 4 * , 1 9 3 , 1 4 , * T - * : CHAR?, 2 4 0 , 1 9 3 ,  1 4 , * 0
■■HOOE0
5 9 0 5  GRAPH? NODE l i t H A R 2 , 2 4 8 , 1 9 3 , 1 4 ,  ‘ 0  * ; MODE0;
CHAR2, 2 4 0 , 1 9 3 ,  14,  ' T - “ + TP$
5 9 1 0  I F C S * ' Y * T H E N G O S U 8 6 ? 0 0 0  
5 9 2 0  I F L i O ' Y * T H E N G O S U B 6 0 0 0 0  
6 1 5 0  I FT *  1 1 THEN6250
6 1 8 0  D R A W { T - T l > * X T + 2 0 , J B - Z Q + 1 5 7 , ( U - T l ) * X T + 2 0 , I B * Z Q +
1 5 7 , 1 5
6 1 9 0  D R A W < T - T 1 ) * X T + 2 0 . Z Q * { J B + J G > + 1 5 7 ,  ( U - T l  } * X f + 2 0 ,  ZQ*  
f I B + I G ) + 1 5 7 , 1 4  
6 1 9 6  D R A W < T - T l ) - K T + 2 0 , Z Q - I J B + J G + J Y ) + 1 5 7 , f U - T 1 ) - X T + 2 0 ,
Z Q * { I B + I G + I Y } + 1 5 7 , 6 
6 2 2 0  D R A W ( T - T l ) - X T + 2 0 , 2 q - ( JB +JG+JY + J R ) + 1 5 7 , ( U - T l ) - X T  +
2 0 , Z Q * ( I B + I G + I Y + I R J + 1 5 7 , I I  
6 2 2 2  DRAW ( I  -  T ) ) - X T + 2 0 ,  1 3 1 + B * U Z ,  f U - T 1 > - X T  + 2 6 ,  1 31 + C - U Z ,
15
6 2 2 4  DRAW( T - T 1 ) * X T + 2 0 ,  131 + (B+G ) - U 2 ,  ( I I - T 1 >- X T + 20 ,  1 31 + 
( C + H ) * U Z , 14
6 2 2 6  D R A W { T - I 1  ) - X T  + 2 0 , ! 3 1 +  ( B + G + Y ) - U Z , ( U - T l ) *  XT + 28 T 131 +
( C +H + Z } * U Z , 8
6 2 2 8  DRAW( T- T 1 ) - X T + 2 0 , 1 3 1 ♦ ( B+ G+ Y+ R ) * U Z . f U - T 1 ) • X T +20 ,  
1 3 i + ( C + « + Z + S ) * U Z , 11 
6 2 5 0  REN I F { PB +A B) *YQ> 54 THEN6305  
6 3 0 0  D O T ( T - T l ) * X T + 2 0 , N F - ( P B + A B - M B ) * Y Q * F B + 7 7 ,  7 
6 3 0 5  REN I f ( PG+AG) -YQ> 54 THEN6311
6 3 1 0  D O T ( T - T l ) - X T + 2 0 , N f - ( P G + A G - N G ) * Y Q * F G + 7 7 ,  6
6 3 1 1  REM I F ( P Y + A Y ) - Y Q > 5 4  THEN6313
6 3 1 2  D Q T ( T - T 1 ) * X T + 2 0 , H F * ( P Y + A Y - N Y ) * Y Q - F Y + 7 7 , B
6 3 1 3  REN I F ( PR+AR) *YQ> 54 THEN6325
6 3 1 4  D O T ( T - T l ) * X T + 2 0 , H F * ( P R + A R - K R ) * Y Q * F R + 7 7 ,  3 
6 3 2 5  REN I F  GP - Y Q> 5 3  T H E N 6 4 0 0
6 3 3 *  D O T ( T - T l ) - X T  + 2 0 , ( G P - H P ) - Y q - F H + 2 2  , 5
6 4 0 0  Q B - P B i O G - P G : H P - G P ; U * T , C - B t H - G i  Z - Y : S - R : Q Y - P Y :  QR =
P R : I B - J B . 1 G- J G i I Y - J Y  
6 4 1 6  1 R - J R i B B - A B [ B G - A G : B Y - A Y , BR-AR
9 9 9 8  GOTO32501 REN - - - - - - - - - ........................................ . . . . . . . . .
- - - • - - • E N D  Of  L O O P - - - * - - - - • * • - *
9 9 9 9  CLOSE 2 : CLOSE 1 5 : PR I N T # 6 , * U “ : CL0SE6 ,  6 
1 0 4 1 0  f O R W - l T O 4 0 0 6 : N E X T
1 0 4 2 0  NORN
1 0 4 3 0  P R I N T *  m h i i h F IISH R E T U R N  «TO CONTINUE * :  PRINT*!^CON
T * i  s t o p
1 0 4 3 2  P L $ - " N * i I N P U T “ aaaPROGRAH L I S T I N G  TO SCREEN<R>
- N b ' ( PL$
104  33 I F P L ? - * Y * T H E N F O R L Z - 1 TO 1 5 0 0 : N E X T . L I S T
1 0 4 4 0  IN P U T * M B sBHBBHIWPUNP GRAPHIC OUTPUT TO D J S K « * j G »
: POKE5 3 2 8 0 ,  U :  POKE53281  , 0 
1 * 4 5 0  I F G ? * * Y *  THENGOSUB35000
1 * 4 6 0  P O K E 5 3 2 8 0 , l l ! P O K E 5 3 2 B 1 , 0 = I N P U T ' a ^ H A R O  COPY OF 
G R A P H a < R > - N * | H ?
1A46? I F H $ - kY kTHENG0SUB4****
11476 INPUT kEP-.EW*WMHfl»MWHIHywy»IWUWI»lPR I NT PROGRAM 
LISTING <R>-N«* i PL»
184/5 i rPLT- 'Y 'THENGOSUBS*** *
10460 INPUT'^PROGRAM LISTING TO SCREENS <R>*N*jPLS
10482 IFPL4“ "Y"THENFORLZ-1TQ15**:NEXT,LIST
10483 INPUT * n*wikw).l.ktH^lilinm>i>myT»<SAVE THIS VERSION 
<R>-N"; SZ*
10404 l F S 2 t « kY‘ THENPRINT m& ET#  ^61000; ; : ;  ;k , POX E 53 200 (
0 : POKE532Bl ,#fLlST0  
1049/  1 NPUT "iL-Jfcl+WHiMMf f l W M W N WAL L FINISHED <R>
• N " , ZS
10498 I F Z S - * V kThENGOTOl*5*0
10499 1 f  7S < > "Y"GOT010420
105*8 F0RC-1T02:EORZQ-1TO20:CZr CZ+l :POKES32B0,CZ+6:
POKE5 3 2 6 1 , CZ+0; NEKTZQ, C; GRAPH: NORM 
10S01 END
11110 R EN- * * * « * * - * * * SUB RO OTI NE S* * * * ■ * * # * •
11111 REN INPUT/2,ABT, AGS, A M , AR S iRETORN 
12000 REM ACT PIG PLOT ROUTINE
12250 REM IF A0*Yq>54 THEN123*5
12300 REM 00T(T-T1>*XT+20,NF*AB*YQ477,  7
123*5 REM IF AG*YQ>54 THEN12311
1231* REM D0T(T~T1) *KT+2* ,MF*AG*YQ+77.6
12311 REN I f  AY*YQ>54 THEN12313
12312 REN 00TTT-T1 )*XT + 28,  Hf*AY*Yt}+77,  B
12313 REM I f  AR«YQ>54 THENRETURN
12314 REM OOT{ T-T l ) *XT+20 ,HF*AR*YQ+77 ,  3 
12999 RETURN
200B0 1FSTATUS«64THCNi NORM:PRINT"END Of F I L E 1: G0T09999
20010 RETURN
30*00 REM PRINT ROUTINE
3*010 OPENl, 4 ; PRINT/11 CMDl
30*2*  PRINT" ----------------------------gT = * - T; ■----------------------------
_  -  *
3* 10*  PRINT JB,JG,JY.  JR. PRINTB, G, Y.R:PRINTP0,PG,PY,PR:  
PRINTAB,AG,AY,AR 
3*1*5  PR1NTGP 
3* 11 *  PRTNT / l : CLOSEI 
3 * 2 * *  RETURN
350*0 PRINT "rtfRESS F 2 1 ENTER GRAPHIC OUTPUT FILENAME 
AND RETURNh *
3510* FORJ- lTOl *000iNEXT  
3590* RETURN
4 * * 0 *  INPUT'or tS ULTRABAS1C INSTALLED*": UBS: PRINT "J|‘
4 * * * 1  IFUBS«kY kTHEN4*003 
4 * * * 2  I f U B $ O * Y kTHENl*4 70
4 * 8 * 3  I NPUT W W H i lH rt*I.W»iJ30X 1HATE 1 * * >;0M«
40*05 IF OHT - " Y"THEN P R IN T ^ m l GAD UBCBM AND BUSY 'CONNECTI 
O N * * *
4 * 0 * 6  IF0MS*>kY“ THEN40010
4 * * * 6  RETURN_____________________________
OUTPUTS* ( OS
4 * * 5 *  INPUT'TSJIS PRINTER SET UP FOR GRAPHICS®*; MTS 
i P R1N T " It*
40*60 IFMT S« * Y"THENGOT04*100 
40061 PRINT "mCONNECTION SN#1 OFF'
4* *62  PRINT*;f>OPC- Y E S* , PR l NT ' k LF IMPLIES C R - - Y E S * : 
PRINT'SF-CODES'-YES"
4 * * 6 3  GETXS: I F X S < > 1Y * THEN4*063  
4 0 1* *  J F O S " * Y"GOT0 4 * 1 1 *
4 * 1 * 5  1 F 0 * < >  " Y * Q O T 0 4 * l * e  
4 0 1 * 8  HARD 4 , *
4 * 1 * 9  RETURN 
4 * 1 1 *  H A R D 4 , 1 
4 * 1 2 *  RETURN
5 1 * * *  PRINT- *4> 1 : CL0SE1 ( 4 ,  RETURN" = 0 PEN1 , 4 : P R I N T / 1 i  CUD] 
L I ST
6 * * 0 *  REN CONNECTS POINTS 
6 0 * * 5  I F  T*T1THENRETURN
6 * 1 * *  T B - PB + A B M B i T O - P G + A Q - NG : T Y = P Y + A Y - HY : TR-PR+AR-  
tifl
6 * 1 * 1  D R A W { T - T l ) * X T + 2 e , H F * F B * T B * Y Q + 7 7 T ( U - T l  l * X T + 2 * t 
H F M  QB+BB-HB ) * F 6 * Y Q + 7 7 ,  7 
6 * 1 5 *  D R A W { T - T i ) * X T + 2 0 , N F - F G * T G * Y Q + 7 7 ,  ( U - H ) * X T + 2 0 ,
N f • < Q G + B G - H G > * f G « Y Q + 7 7 , 6 
6 * 2 * 0  D R A N ( T - T l ) * X T  + 2 * , N F * F Y * T Y * Y Q + 7 7 ,  ( U - T l } * X T + 2 0 ,  
« F - { Q Y + B Y - M Y ) * F Y * Y Q + 7 7 ( 0 
6 * 2 5 *  0 R A H { T - T l ) * X T ’» 2 * f H f * F R * T R * Y Q + 7 7 T ( U - T l  ) * X T + 2 « ,  
H F » ( Q R + B R - N R ) * f R * Y Q + 7 7 , 3 
6 * 3 5 *  D R A N ( ( T - T l ) * X T + 2 * ) t ( { G P - N P ] * YQ» FH+2 2 ) , ( ( U - T l > 
• X T  + 2 * ) , ( ( H P - H P  W Q - F M + 2 2 K  5 
6 * 5 * *  REN I F A C T t o ' Y ' T H E N R E T U R N
6 * 6 0 *  REN 0 R A H { ( T - T l ) * X T + 2 * > , ( N F * A B * Y Q + 7 7 1 , { ( U - T l ) 
* XT  + 2 *  ) , ( M F * B B * Y q + 7 7 ) , 7  
6 0 6 5 *  REN D R A N f ( T - T l ) * X T  + 2 « ) . ( HF* AG* YQ+77)  , ( ( U - T l  ) 
• X T + 2 0 ) . ( H F * a O * Y O + 7 7 ) , 6 
6 * 7 * 0  REN D R A M ( ( T - T l > * X T + 2 * ) , ( N F * A Y * Y Q  + 7 7 ) ,  ( ( U - T l ) 
* X T + 2 * > , ( N F * B Y * Y Q + 7 7 ) t 8 
6 0 7 5 *  REN D R A « ( ( T - T l ) * X T  + 2 * ) , ( N f - A R * Y q  + 7 7 ) ,  ( ( U - T l ) 
* XT  + 2 0 > r ( Hf  * 8 R * Y q  + 7 7 ) ,  3 
6 * 9 9 9  RETURN 
6 1 * * *  GOSUB6105*
6 1 * 4 *  IFU U -1TH EN G O T01B 497  
6 1 * 5 *  IN P U T *hNANE OF V E R S 1 0 N ' ; NZS 
6 1 1 * *  SAVE N Z $ , 8
6 1 9 9 8  WW=1
6 1 9 9 9  RETURN
6 2 9 9 9  STOP,REM END OF BASIC PRGM AREA
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